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Thousands protest lack
of funds for higher ed
at march, rally Tuesday
By LISA JACKSON
Editor in Chief
More than 2,500 people, including
several from Murray State, marched up
Capital Avenue in Frankfort TueRday to
protest the governor's proposed biennial
budget and demon!ltrate their support
for more funding for higher education.
The mArch , 11ponsored by the Student
Advocates for Higher Education, halted
at the steps of the Capitol where higher
education supporters waved sign!l and
chanted such 11ayings as ''don't cut state
aid" and "go, go, go higher ed.''
' 'It's nice to hear that we can all talk
together in a unified voice," said Tom
Baumgarten, a Mur·ray State graduate
who is attending medical school aL lhe
University of Louisville. " That's what
we need to do."
Student leaders talked with Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson in his office for more
than 45 minutes. They presented their
concerns to the governor who did not
budge on his budget proposal. However,
he did encourage people to identify
monies that they thought could better be
used to fund higher education.
"That's what we want is suggestions,"
Wilkinson said. " The money is not there.
We have put nearly every nickel we can
find into education."
He said he does not think tuition will
have to be raised to meet institutions'
needs. " I am absolutely convinced that
university presidents can find the
money," Wilkinson said. They should
just go through the same process of
prioritizing their budgets as I had to do
to come up with the executive budget, he
said.
Wilkinson kept his stand against
taxes. "We cannot ask for more money
until such time we can prove to people in
this commonwealth that we can use
their money efficiently," he said. "I will

veto any attempt at a state tax."
Although SAFE is not advocating a
tax incr·E.'al!b, said David Holton II, the
student member on the Council on
Higher Education and SAFE chairman.
it does call for revenue measures to be
taken. '' I believe this governor does sup·
port higher education," Holton said.
"We respectfully disagree with the
governor.. .[ guess we'll have to go to the
legislators," Holton said.
Students also presented a resolution
calling for increased funding to House of
Representatives Speaker Don Blandford.
Blandford said all member.,; of the Kentucky General Assembly share concE.'rn
for higher education.. However, he did
not speak encow·agingly of lhe prospect
of squeezing more funds from the pi·oposed budgE.'t, especially considering the
governor's view on taxes.
" It's not going to be easy and I'm not
real optimistic,'' Blandford said .
Rep. Freed Curd of Murrav said he
understood the need for more funding in
the executive budget. "Murray State
University is oua· number one industrv
in Calloway County," he said. Howcve~.
nothing can be done until the money is
available, Curd said,
Holton said he was pleased with at the
turnout at the march. "The students
weren't just there to be there," he said.
"I was impressed at how they were
dedicated. Thel knew what the issue
was."
Holton said he was optimistic and
disappointed at various points during
the day. " We got to the governor's officeand I guess I got a rude awakening," he
said.
''I'm disappointed that the governor
didn't get behind us, but I can't say I'm
surprised," Holton said.
See RALLY
Page 8
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MARCHERS PARADE In front of the state Capitol Tuesday to protest the lack of
adequate funding for higher education In the governor's proposed biennial
budget.

Boards' resolution calls
for increased funding

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

STUDENT ~OVERNMENT ASSOCIATION president Chris McNeill of Hickman spoke to Gov
Wallace Wilkinson Tuesday with other student leaders from the state. Above, Wilkinson sign~
autographs at the rally for higher education In Frankfort.

By LISA JACKSON
Edttor in Chief
The effects of the governor's
proposed budget on Murray
State were diseussed by Board
of Regents members at their
meeting Wednesday in
Frankfort.
The Board passed a resolution
which will be sent to the gover·
nor and legislators calling for
increased funding for higher
educational institutions. It al!!o
stated the Boards' willingness
to cooperate in convincing
citizens of Kentucky of the im·
portance of more funding.
Pre:;ident Kala M . Stroup
presented the Board with
statistics. No dollars exist for
faculty and staff salary in·
creases in 1988-89 while the
University continues to fall
behind benchmark institutions
in its salaries, she said.

The resolution stated that
University officials have work·
ed since 1980 trying to get the
most out of the money
a\·ailable.
Approximately 112 Universi·
ty employees l"arn salaries
below the poverty level, the
resolution said.
The legislative ses:,ion two
years ago did help Murray State
as far as funding is concerned,
Stroup said. However, the
University hns faced four
budget reductions since then.
"We have been making magic
with our budget for a long
time," Stroup said.
Regent Irma LaFollette sug·
gested establishing a public
relations committee within the
Board to help get the impor·
See BOARD
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MASCOTS FROM KENTUCKY
colleges and universities marched with other higher educational supporters In Frankfort
Tuesday. The march preceded
a rally, both to demonstrate
concern over Inadequate fun·
d i ng fo r th e state ' s
Institutions.

PhOtO by ROBIN CONOVER

Brashears returns to address ROTC
lieutenant in the first ROTC
c1ass at Murray State in 1956. 'People are finding out
Staff Wnter
He earned a master's degree in
Major General Bobby public administration from that the Army is not only a great place to
Brashears returned to his alms Shippensburg State College.
muter Saturday to speak to
He is t he U niversity's h ighest start, but also a great
Murray State's ROTC cadets.
ranking military graduate.
place to stay'
Brashears, deputy inspector
"Today we must look at t he
general of the U.S. Army, was total army concept, the regular ·
-Brashears
the guest speaker at the Army, reserve and National
military science department's Guard," Brashears said. "There
Brashears said that despite
annual Military Ball.
is no way the active Army can t he budget cutbacks, the Na"What I have done in life win the next war alone. It will tional Guard and Army reserve
are expected to grow f~om 1988
would not have been possible take a team effort."
without the experiences of class
The Army is getting some of until they level off in 1990. In
offices. fraternity and ROTC at the best people available today addition to the growth, both
Murray State," Brashears said. and has fulfilled all its enlist- components are receiving the
most modern equipment the Ar·
''I recall the friendly, nurtur- ment needs, he said.
ing environment here, and after
"People are finding out thai my has to offer.
returning today I cnn see that the Army is not only a grcal
Brashears said the biggest
those qualities still exist in the place to start, but also a great problem the Army faces today is
University," he said.
place to stay," Brashears said. to t·emain capable of defending
Brashears, a native of ·'ROTC produces 75 percent of the United Stales and its allies
Hopkinsville. graduated and the officers today. lt is the with the reductions made by
Congress.
wa1:1 commis:1ioned a second 'lifeblood of the officer corp."'
By JOHN WATSON

Toyota executive says
managing styles differ

By MIKE POWELL
Staff Writer

Staff Writer
Hiro CHir·onoril Adachi, 48, exective coordinator administrator for Toyota Motor
Maufactur ing U.S .A.. Inc.,
spoke to Murray State student:J
and faculty Thursday on the dif.
ference in management styles
of the United States and Japan
and on the overview of Toyota's
plans for the Georgetown site.
Adachi. speaking on behalf of
Toyota, told the audience of appoximately 100 people that
Kentuckians have been very
congenial and supportive
throughout this project.

The Circle K Club is having
a "Jump Rope for Heart" competition W(.•dncsday to raise
money for the American
Heart Association.
Circle K, the collegiate
Kiwanis Club, is a nonreligious organization that
does community service on a
volunteer basis.
David Cunningham, Circle
K vice president, said the club
is a :-ervice-oriented
organization.
Circle K President Cathy
Robt>rtson said that the event
will lnst for about three
hours. The competition.
which is temporarily scheduled in the Curris Center
Ballroom, will begin at 6 p.m.
"There will be six members
to a team, and each member
gets pledges for each minute
that the team jumps,'' said
Robertson, a senior from
Calvt>rt City.
Sponsors can be friends or a
busim•ss. The amount that
they give is up to them, she
said.
The jump rope event is the

Hiro Adachi
"The Georgetown plant iR
committed to . stable employ·
ment and the well being of its
employees," Adachi said. "The
fate of the company is shared by
all.''
Adachi said presently 500
Kentuckians are working at the
Georgetown plant and in one
year their will be 1,500
employees.

"To say t hat the people in the
Guard and reserve only train 29
days a year is a myth," he said.
''They actually train for much
longer without pay. That says
something for their commit·
ment to this nation."
In his 32-year Army career,
Brashears served in Vietnam as

Circle K Club jumps at chance
to support Heart Association

By LEIGH ANN AKIN

The Toyota executive said his
company grew rapidly by im·
itating the American auto industry. He said one thing the
,Japanese did not imitate from
the Amt-ricans was the management system.
"The principle of the
Japanese management system
is the emphasis on people,"
Adachi said.
He ~aid Toyota believes hiring, training and job assign·
menl ore long - term
investments.

"Our challenge is to max·
imize our resow·ces with what
we are given," he said. "The Ar·
my leadership is determined to
prevent the Army from return·
ing to its ~:~tate in the late
1970s."
To help r eorganize and
strenghen itself, the Army
started leadership programs in
1981 dedicated to the ideas of
loyalty to the country and unit,
personal sacrifice. and selfless
service, Brashears said.

first fund raiser that the club
has promoted.
The club is currently work·
ing hard to obtain a chartet·.
Robertson satd a chnrtcr re·
quires 20 members and they
only have 15 now.
"The Heart Association
thinks that $3,000 would be a
good goal for the MSU 'Jump
Rope for Heart'," said Charles
Ross, director of the American
Heart Association division
located in Paducah.
Ross said the idea for the
event originated at the
American Heart Association's
national headquarters in
Dallas about six years ago. He
said that since then it. has
been their most l!ucccssful
money raiser ~o far, surpassing even the annual door·todoor fund drives of the
as~:~ociation.

"We already have over 300
schools in the stale of Kentucky that have registered to
do the jump rope event," Ross
said. Thii: includes elemen·
tary schools, as well as high
schools and colleges. he ~aid .
See JUMP ROPE
Page 3

deputy commander of the lOlst
Airborne Division (Airmobile)
and commander of the 2nd bat·
tali on, 501st infantry.
His awards and decol'ations
include the Defense Superior
Service Medal, the Legion of
Merit (with four Oak Leaf
Clusters), the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Bronze Star
Medal (with Oak Leaf Cluster),
and the Meritorious Service
Medal (with Oak Leaf Cluster).
He also wears the Air Medal,
the Army Commendation
Medal (with Oak Leaf Cluster),
the Combat Infantryman Badge
and the Senior Parachutist
Badge,
"The Army must be able to
meet our global responsibility,"
he said. "Today the Army is
good because we have good people, but. we could get. better."

Test suggested
to assess quality
of education
By JENNA NEWTON
Assrstant News Editor

A University task force has
recommended that Murray
State employ the ACT Colleg~
Outcome Measures Project
ICOMP) to assess the quality of
education at Murray State.
The recommendation will be
voted on by the Academic Coun·
cil within the next 30 days, said
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, dean of
the College of Humanistic
Studies and chairman of the
task force.
"The College Outcome
Measures Project evaluates the
ability of a college graduate to
function effectively in the
modern world and provides an
opportunity to compat·e pro·
gress of a student when he
enters college to when he
graduates," Harrell said.
The task force studied the out·
comes and institutional effectivenes~ of various assessment
programs nationwide, Harrell
said.
See ASSESSMENT
Page3
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Speakers say racism
caused by ignorance
By TODD 0 . ROSS

News Ed1tor
Ignorance of black sensitivity
is the basis of most of the racism
in today's media coverage, said
Rickey and Renee Hampton,
two minority journalists from
The Nashville Banner.
"What is the logic of saying
that Jesse Jackson is a 'black
presidential candidate' in the
paper," said Mrs. Hampton,
community affairs director for
The Banner. "They don't say
that Albert Gore is a white
candidate."
Mrs. Hampton said there are
subtle things in newspapers
that. are racist. "They used to be
overt,'' she said. "Now they are
subtle, and editors don't see
that as being racist at. all. It
doesn't bother me, but it could
offend others."
Referring to remarks made by
Jimmy "The Greek" on national television about blacks,
Hampton, a sportswriter for
The Banner, said he did not
think the man meant any
malice by his statements. "It
just came out all wrong.'' he
said.
Mrs. HaiDpton said that since
she has been at the Nashville
paper some things have changed for the better for minorities.
The Banner had, in the past, a
bad reputation about hiring
minorities and covering
minorities.
"I am able to interact with my
editors on what is unfair to
blacks," she said.
"It is minorities in the

newsroom that can give editors
input on what needs to be
covered and what is racist,"
Hampton said
Mrs. Hampton said that the
paper wanted to open a minori·
ty affairs beat. She said they
wanted her to tell them if a
black should cover the beat or
not. The beat was eliminated
after she said it did not matter
who covered the beat.
"Blacks covering black news
is fine, if they want to do that,''
she said. "But editors are not
putting them into those posi·
tions anymore."
"The Banner had a bad
reputation for not covering
minority social events," she
said. "You could not find a
black wedding announcement
in the paper . Now, the
publishers realize that a
subscriber is a subscriber no
matter what color he is, and
they cannot. afford to offend
anyone."
Mrs. Hampton said that she
did not want to be labeled a
black journalist. "I am a good
journalist."
Hampton said The Banner
has started a Minority Youth
Program which benefits
students by making them
aware of scholarships, grants
and jobs that are available to
minorities.
The Hamptons visited the
department of journalism and
radio-TV on Wednesday and
Thursday as part of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors ' Minority Professionals-in-Residence program.

Fraternity rush
numbers down
By JIMMY LINK
Copy Editor

Fraternities recently completed spring semester rush
and the number of persons
who signed up was
significantly lower than
earlier projections, said Ross
Meloan, Interfraternity
Council adviser.
Despite the low numbers,
Meloan said that this
semester's rush was an exceptionally organized and implemented week of activities.
This decrease in participation was because of the
academic performance of in·
terested underclassmen, he
said. "Of the 309 men who
signed up, 23 percent were
ineligible."
To be eligible to pledge or
associate a fraternity, a per·
son must have a 2.0 grade
point average and at least 12
hours of previous college
work.
A particularly impressive
aspect of this semester's
rush, he said, was the in·
genuity that fraternities used
when attracting men to their
particular rush functions.
"As we get more inventive
with our rush programs, we
are becoming more program
oriented," he said
Brett Nelson, IFC rush
chairman, said he was very
pleased with the outcome of
rush week. "I think we
started some new things this
year which helped to bring
more people out to our rush
functions."

Buy 2 Pizzas

Jumprope~--------------~---
contlnued from Page 2
Ross said that $311,749 was
raised last year by Kentucky
schools - 10 percent of which
went to the Kentucky Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation. and Dance.
Robertson said Cunningham,
who is also a disc jockey at
WBZD-FM 106 in Cadiz, will
provide music for the event.
The members of the club have
been working hard to enlist
jumpers and get sponsors, but
they have had some difficulty in
their recruitment, said Cunningham, a senior from Cadiz.
Robertson swd she believes
that people at Murray State do
not seem to be interested in
wanting to participate in jumping rope.
Robertson has been an active
Circle K member ever since she
attended David Lipscomb College in Nashville . "The

students (at Lipscomb) were
real involved," she said. "Every
club had a team."
Robertson said other
members of the club volunteer
to help at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, the Adult
Learning Center, Westview
Nursing Home and other
similar places.
Robertson said participants in
the "Jump Rope for Heart" can
benefit from the exercise and
from the prizes awarded to the
ones with the most money
pledged.
K-Mart will be donating
prizes for the most money turned in by a team and Mr. Gatti's
is donating pizzas, Robertson
said.
The University can also
benefit from the event. Between
1 and 4 percent of the money
donated will be given back to
the school where the activity
took place, Robertson said.

Assessment:------------------~
Continued from Page 2
Tennessee was the first state
to have a statewide assessment
program and, according to Harrell, several people involved in
the successful Tennessee program were interviewed by Murray State's task force.
If the pt·ogram is adopted by
Murray State, students will be
required to take the first COMP
assessment during their
freshman year. ''Part of the
Academic Council's job will be
to decide when the follow-up exam will be given," Harrell said.
The follow-up can be given dur·

ing the sophomore, junior or
senior year.
The data from the tests will
also be used to compare Murray
State students with students at
other universities using the
COMP system.
"If it (the testing) is approved,
it will ~ve us more precise in·
formation on the effectiveness
of our institutional program,''
Harrell said.
The assessment pro{,'Tam is
part of the new requirements
for University accreditation in·
stigated this year by the
Southern Association of Col·
leges and Schools.

GET ONE FREE!

Rent 3 Movies,
Get 1 FREE!

Fresh Shrimp
40 - 50 ct. $4.99 lb.

VCRs can be
rented for $2 each

with coupon below

Steamed Free!

--------------------------,
~fot9~!nl'!I~~r ~·
Present this coupon and
~

get one free pizza with the
purchase of 2 In-store
deli made pizzas.

South 12th and Glendale
753-9616
Store Hours:
Open 7 a.m. to midnight
7 days a week

French Bread
79¢ loaf

\nE~()~~--------------------Febru-ary-19~
~~9~
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Technology increases
unity, understanding
It is a small world after all.
As Herbert Marshall McLuhan
describes in his book The Medium is
the Message, technological advances
have brought the cultures of this
large world closer together.
We are no longer individual countries isolated from one another but,
according to his theory, one big
"global village."
This concept does not mean that
each country does not have its own
unique characteristics ... and pride in
its individuality; however, in today's
technological world, it has become
necessary to increase international
comprehension.
'And the best way to accomplish
this goal is to increase our
understanding of other cultures.
Many opportunities to do so exist
here at Murray State. In fact, we, as
students, will probably have no better time in our Lives than right now
to learn of other countries and other
peoples.
First, we should take advantage of
the the various courses in international relations and foreign
languages and cultures.
Also, international exchange
students are enrolled at Murray
State University this ~r:;emester -

providing a golden opportunity for
an exchange of understanding between their cultures and ours.
Friendships with these students can
definitely be mutually beneficial.
And, of course, Murray State
students also have many opportunities to study and travel in other
parts of the country and world.
The N a tiona) Student Exchange
program provides the opportunity
for students to study a semester or
year at a university in another part
of the United States, Puerto Rico or
the U.S. Virgin Islands for the same
tuition cost of attending Murray
State University.
Furthermore, the International
Exchange Program can locate Mur·
ray State students in universities in
more than 100 countries. Through
the Kentucky Institute for European
Studies program sponsored by the
foreign languages department and
the Cooperative Center for Study in
Britain program sponsored by the
English department, students may
study and travel abroad during the
summer months. All basic expenses,
including transportation, lodging
and a specified number of meals, are
included in the minimal prices of
these programs.

'--------~~!!~~=..._...:..:.._...;_

__~~~-:_____j

If we are ever able to attain comA good example has already been
plete peace within our " global ~et by the fact that not one country
village'' and rid ourselves of racial has boycotted the 1988 Winter
and cultural prejudices, we must Olympics. Progress is definitely hefirst interact so that we may come mg made.
understand one another and learn to
Let it continue.
accept our differences.

'FEEDBACR------Writer tells about personal experience with manic-depression
To the Editor:
In the middle of my junior year of college, I wa s dia gnosed a, having Bipolar
Affective Disorder . To the layperson,
lhis illness is known as manicdepression . There is no h iding the fact
thal this is a mental illness.
I have been living with this for lwo
years now. It is still awkward for me t o
a nswer q uest ions that new frie nds a sk
about why I a m curn m tly la king time l)lf

News
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from college. How do you casually tell someone that you have a mental illness?
How do you explnin that sometimes you
get so ''high" on life that you are called
"manic?" How do vou flhnre with so·
mcone th~ limes ~·hen you were so
depressed you slashed you1· -...Tist before
get! ing some help?
Bipolar Di sordc.~· IS characterized by
mood swings. ft is cont!·ollcd by lithium
carbonate, which is a nnt.UJ·al snit, and
on occasion bv elect r o·convulsive
thcmpy, which is bette1· known ns electric shock therapy.
I hu,·e a friend who battled lymphatic
canCl'r for two vear!l. Htll' illness i!, now
in r<'mi!>sion, a·nd she has resumed her
life and work. She went through
chemotherapy. and l went th1·ough
elect1·o-convulsive therapy . Why is it
that one therapy illit>its immediate sym·
pathy while the other conjures up im
ages of Jack Nicholson screaming in 011C'
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest?
Mental illness carries a stigma in om·
society thnt is hard to miss. People arC'
termed "crazy" and "insane•· and " mentally ill" very casually. Did you know
that. Mozart probably suffered from a
mental illness along with Vincent Van
Gogh and Sylvia Plath? Plath's case if!
probably understood the most. She went
''c1·azy•· and killed herself.
How ·many great mentally ill artists
and writers have taken their own lives?
How many wi11 in the future?
To continue the cance1· analogy, many
people have a diflicult time understan·
ding that mental Illness is biochemical
and physical. Because it exhibit~ itself
often in psychological pain rathe1· than
ph) ,;ical pain, people dismiss the men·
tally ill as people who "cannot get their
act together." Depressed people are even

scorned and told to "just pull youn;elves
~ly particular illnes s is knov. n to fade
together."
as one gets cont>idernhly older. I nm 22
I cannot pull my. elf together bccuu!;e yean; old now. Will it he another :w
there are chemicals in my bra in ovet· y eat·s before l can stop taking lithium
which l have no control, and it is they without the !ear ofRwinging down or up?
There have hecn recent studies dune
t hat cause m' problenu;, not my own in·
on
Amish populations which sho\~ ' a
ability to cope with life's LlpS and downs.
[tis tho ups And duwm~ of my moods that genetic fuctm· in Bipolnr Di1-1ordcr. I huvc
have caused me to spend more than four to admit I hnvc thought m(ll'£! than once
months of the last two y ears in about the possibility ofpas:.i ng a long my
illness to my fmure dtildrl'n. The idea
psychiatric wnrds.
tc.rrifies me.
There a1·c definitely more interestin g
I do not think It i s necessarily h ealthy
places to tiJXmd time Lhan locked up on a
to compare evils. but I do know that my
psychiatric wat·d.
illness is not te1·minal. There are
I \\ant to go back to my prestigious Ivy millions of people out there with d if·
League school, but l was recently turned fe1·ent kinds of rnentul illnesses who :1re
down for readmission. The consulting living very productive and creative lives.
psychiatrist thought I needed more time There nre people, some of them
ofT to do something constructive.
homeless, who are living wilh menlal ilApparently, learning to deal with my lness, and they do not even know it .
I would not call myself luck}', but at
illnt.>~s and its affect on my family was
not constructive enough. How am I to the snme time I do not have cancer, and
prove that I can handle the rigors of stu- the physical :;ide effects of my mt>dicadent life? I am lately grappling with how tion are minimal.
my illness fits into my identity. Am I
My family and friendR have helped me
forever to be labeled as a mentally ill tremendously. 'l'heir support has help('(]
person? How will my health affecl g~ing me retain my self-esteem and dignity. I
back to my school or even transferring to do not. think that my illness has changed
a new school?
my personality, but certainly I am more
Theoretically, I cannot, according to introspective now than I was as a happyfederal law, be discriminated against for go-lucky co1lege student.
my " handicap" in the job market. I am
I have faced one of society's grentest
not, however, naive enough to think my
fears, nnd I have conquered it. I want to
mental health will not be an issue at all
help educate people about what mr.nt.al
when I finally graduate from college and
illness actually b , the different types of
start pounding Lht' p1wement on u job
menlnl illness and their treatments. I
hunt.
have token my first step with this letter.
Do you remember Sen . Eagleton of
Missouri who admitted to having
Name withheld by 1·cquest
Depression - or Unipolar Disorder Editor'B Note: The original signed letter
and clectro-com•ulsive therapy, and saw
is on file for public viewing at the offices
his hopes as a vice presidential can- of The Murray StatP News, 111 Wilson
didate go down the drain?
Hall.
·
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FEEDBACK-Weekend workshop teaches
basics of political activism
To the Editor:
The world today faces many serious
dilemmas. Problems such as hunger, en·
vironmental degradation, regional con·
flicts and lhe threat ofnuclea1· war cloud
our future. Many people feel helpless in
the face of these very real dangers, but
many others feel that we must confront
these issues head an and work to
eliminate them before they eliminate us.
Western Kentucky University's
chapter of United Campuses to Prevent
Nuclear War (UCAM) is hosting a free
weekend workshop to introduce any interested students to the basics of
political activism. Topics will include
starting a student organization,
recruiting new members, media relations and fundraising, among others.
Mary Maloney, UCAM's field
organizer , will be corning from
Washington D.C. to lead the workshop.

Although the main focus of our group is
nuclear disarmament, skills taught can
be applied to any cause.
As you are no doubt aware, Kentucky
is hardly a hotbed of student activism. It
takes courage to take an unpopular
stand and to speak out on issues that
some people do not want to hear about.
We want to help you learn how to speak
out and make your voice heard.
The workshop will be the weekend of
Feb. 26-27. Plea<>e notify us if you wish
to attend. I can be reached at
502-782·7355, or you may contact Missy
Cornett at 502 745-2536. Free housing is .
available. If you cannot come, please
contact us. We would love to hear from
you.
Chris Harrell
703 E. 12th St., Apt. 4
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

Educators being forced
into roles of salespeople
earned money to support it through
higher taxes?"
For those of us who work in higher
By
education, the answer is easy. We have a
vested interest in its improvement.
Doug
But in our eagerness to convince
Nesbit
others of the importance of adequate funding, we should remember the important
Instructional Consultant,
Flculty Resource Center
thing in a sales transaction is not that
the salesperson believes in the product,
The benefits of higher education used but that the P<?tential customer does.
to be obvious in better times, but the cur· The first step in that process is to imrent threat of severe cutbacks (in fun- plant a sense of want, or desire, that
ding) has thrust all of us who work or answers the "WIIFM" question.
study at a university into the role of sell·
It is done, not by telling the prospect
Oegislators or the general public who
ing education.
It reminds me of the sales training think higher education is a luxury) what
methodology I learned from my cousin they should want, but by asking quesBobby, a professional trainer in Chicago. tions that get the prospect to feel his
It's called the "WIIFM" Rule, and it needs in ways that make the proposition
states that a customer cannot be ex· look attractive.
While we speak out on behalf of higher
pected to buy a product until he can see
from his own perspective, "What's In It education, let us not forget to ask probing questions of the people of West KenFor Me?"
The budget situation has forced Ken· tucky. Let us find out bow they feel
tuckians to finally ask in a profound about whether "going up to the college"
way: "What's in higher education for really has much to do with making a livme? Is it really important enough for my ing or satisfying their needs before we
life, the lives of my loved ones and my preach our desired outcomes for their
community for me to pay my hard- enlightenment and prosperity.

COMMENTARY

Malcolm X's efforts
deserving of praise
COMMENTARY
By
Jesse
Jackson Jr.
Sunday marks the 23rd anniver:.ary of the death of Malcolm X, who,
in my opinion, is the trag1c son of a
tragic era.
I say "tragic" because, even today,
he is still misunderstood by so many.
All too ofte"' his name, words and
legacy are lost in time until February
<Black History Month) rolls around.
Malcolm is most remembered for
his zealous oratory that inspired, yet
angered, millions. During the early
'60s, as Elijah Muhammad's righthand man, he earned the title of"The
Angriest Man in Amertca."
Malcolm spoke like few other black
men had spoken before. It was with a
fire, a rage, a fury unequaled even by
the most determined segregationists.
His words sent chills down the spines
of black!' and whites alike.
Unfortunately, history has not been
as kind to Malcolm as it has been to
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Malcolm
is often associated with being a
teacher of hate and violence, and at
one time his ideas were on the other
end of the spectrum from other civil
rights leaders.
But I submit to you that Malcolm X
was a victim. A victim of society. A
victim of the world and era in which
he lived.
When Malcolm was six years old,
his father was murdered by
Klansmen because he was an
organizer for Marcus Garvey's
Universal Negro Improvement
Association.
Malcolm's mother was then left by
herself to care for eight children. The
state welfare workers did not think
that was enough, so they split her
family by putting her children in different homes. It was too much for her.
She suffered a complete breakdown
and stayed in the state mental
hospital for more than 26 years.
While Malcolm was in middle
school, his teacher told him he should
not pursue the law career he so
desperately wanted but, instead,
learn a trade. Malcolm was shattered;
he no longer had dreams...only hate.

FASHION GALLERY

Therefore, Malcolm fought the
system the only way he knew how with crime. The next few years saw
him wander aimlessly in and out of
trouble with the law.
When he went to prison for robbery,
the prosecuter, the jury and the judge
were white; it seemed to Malcolm
that all the hurt in his life had been
caused by whites.
All of Malcolm's brothers and
sbters converted to the religion of
Islam, and after he cursed them out
on several visits they finally got him
to list~n to them. They told Malcolm
about the teachings of the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad and all of the good
things that were happening to them.
Once out of prison, Malcolm converted also. He had educated himself
by reading law and history books in
prison, and his intelligtmce showed as
he quickly moved through the ranks
until he was the principle spokesman
for the nation of Islam. Malcolm
spoke ft·om Harlem to Harvard, never
backing down from any question ... and never apologizing for
anything he said.
1964 was a year of change for
Malcolm. While at Mecca, he saw
black and white Moslems eating
together, living together and praying
together. Seeing this, he hoped that
Americans migbt be able to live in
harmony.
That year also saw him break with
his mentor, Elijah Muhammad. He
spent the next year of his life trying
to unify African-Americans and bring
about racial harmony.
On Feb. 21, 1965, during a meeting
of his political organization in the
Audubon Ballroom in Harlem,
Malcolm was shot and killed. So
quickly, Malcolm the man had
become Malcolm the martyr.
A victim. First in childhood, then in
manhood, now in history.
From the jaws of Hell arose a giant
called Shabazz (his Muslim name).
Malcolm had been down, but he was
never out.
It is all right to fall down because
men will make mistakes. But how
many get up?
Malcolm got up fighting.
That, along with his ability to overcome adversity and a willingness to
accept change, makes him a great
man in my book.
Malcolm, we love you. You will
never be forgotten.
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WORLD VIEW
Kentucky Marine kidnapped
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Lt. Col. William R. Higgins, a native of
Danville, Ky. a U.S. Marine assigned with the United Nations
peacekeeping force m Lebanon, was kidnapped Wednesday in
southern Lebanon.
Higgins was driving a U.N. jeep station wagon from Tyre to Naqouro along with two other vehicles, when he was abducted. One
source said that kidnappers took Higgins to Shabriha, a village
just northeast of Tyre.
Higgins grew up in Jefferson County and graduated from
Southern High School in Louisville. He is a graduate of Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio and was commissioned a second lieutenant in 1967. He becomes the ninth American being held hostage
in Lebanon. Story courtesy of the Courier Journal.

U.S. pulling out ships in gulf
WASHINGTON - The United States will be pulling out some
warships from their duties in the Persian Gulf.
The Pentagon also expressed concern at Iraqi force movements
near U.S ships. Richard Armitage, assistant defense secretary for
international security affairs, said the U.S. had protested to
Baghdad an incident over the weekend involving an Iraqi jet that
fired a missile near a U.S. destroyer.
The U.S., which currently has 28 ships in the gulf, plans to recall
four vessels, including the helicopter carrier Okinawa, the bat·
tleship Iowa and two escorts.
The withdrawals represent a fine-tuning of military forces and
Armitage said that U.S. policy in the region bad not changed. "Our
mission of protecting U.S. flag ships in the gulf remains unchang·
ed," Armitage said Story courtesy of The Courier JournaL

Oscar nominees named
BEVERLY HILLS - "The Last Emperor," captured nine
nominations for the 60th Motion Picture Academy Awards, followed by "Broadcast News," with seven.
"Empire of the Sun," "Fatal Attraction" and "Moonstruck" each
received six nominations.
All of the above except for Steven Speilberg's "Empire of the
Sun," received Best Picture nominations. John Boorman's "Hope
and Glory," joined the other four nominees.
,
Nominees for best actor included Jack Nicholson of "Ironweed;"
Robin Williams, "Good Morning, Vietnam;" Michael Douglas
"Wall Street;" William Hurt, "Broadcast News" and Marcello
Mastroianni, "Dar Eyes."
'
In the best actress category, Meryl Streep, "Ironweed;" Cher,
"Moonstruck;" Glenn Close, "Fatal Attraction;" Holly Hunter,
"Broadcast News;" and Denzel Washington, "Cry Freedom." Story
courtesy of the Associated Press.

Continued f rom Page 1
tance of higher education across
to the public.
"Ow· legislators tell us that
our best move is to the citizens
of Kentucky and not to them,''
said Bill Beasley of Paducah,
Board chairman.
"It (higher education) is not
just a vested int~rest for us,"
LaFollette said. "It's a vested
interest for everybody."
C. Waitman Taylor of
Owensboro said the push for
funding should continue even if
the governor is not persuaded to
change his budget. "If we lose
this first round, we can always
come back that much ~tronger,"
he said. "Citizens can push for a
special session of the state
legislature during the
summer."
In other business, the Board
heard the audit report for
1986-87 from representatives of
Arthur Andersen and Company. They said the University
has made improvements since
the last report, but more needs
to be done
Improvement has also been
made in desegregation goals the
Board approved in 1985, said
Lewis Liddell, an assistant to
the president and affirmative
action officer.
However, Liddell said he
wants to study some of the
results to find out, for example,
why about one-third of minority
students enrolled at Murray
State in the spring of 1987 did
not return in the fall .
The Board passed a resolut1on
that sets up guidelines to let
businesses know that the
University will not "unfairly
compete" with them.
Other business included:
• changing the name of three
academic departmenlq,
• approving Sandra M. Rogers
a~:~ executive secretary to the
president effective Feb. 8.
• hearing a summary of OVC
and NCAA meetings.

Del-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Del-Air Shopping Center
Slacks, skirts, sweaters, sportcoats and light j3ckcts

ALL Sl.SO EACH

Suits (2 pc.) • $2.50

Pl3in Dress- $2.50
Long Coat- $2.50

Vest- 75¢

..--------

1
I
I
I
I
I

Laundromat hours: 6 days ;a W('Ck 7 a.m .• 10 p.m.
Su11day 9 a.m. • 9 p.m.
Store hours: 6 days a week 7 a.m .• 6 p.m.

----------------

VICTOR'S

Sup~r Saturday
Any Small Sub
Up to

a $2.45 Value

99¢

..;:,..,)· -~

;:. !)

\~
I <>,J· .

--~~ ,

In-Store Dining Only • No Carry-Out or Delivery
Stop by & get to know us.
1301 Main St.

Offer good any Saturday

:1
753-7715

~-------------------------------------------~

ENGLISH
SOLE

e
..
~

--,- MSU Students are Welcome
everyday
with 15% off ALL SPRING '88
Clothing and Accessories
*Maggie Breen Dresses
•cambridge Drygoods & Spirit
*Creighton Knit Dresses at $57
*New girl in town- Seychelle Spt.
on the square - Murray
M/C I VISA I Free Gift Wrapping

Marketing/Sales Representatives
Six Flags Over Mid-America. a long Ume
leader in the family entertainment industry,
has a present opening as a territorial
Marketing Representative for the Evansville.
Indiana area.
The ideal candidate should possess
fundamental skills in selling, have excellent
written. verbal commlnicaUon, and people
skills, be assertive. organized, analytical .
creative. and a self starter. At least two years
college educaUon preferred, but not required.
This is a seasoal posiUon. starUng
immediately and lasUng Ull U1e start of the
fall semester. Part-lime hours In the sptingwill work around your school schedule.
Full-time hours, 9 - 5, Monday through Friday
during the summer months. This is a perfect
poslUon for a student looking for pracUcal
entry level sales experience with an additional
opporUnlty. tf authorized. to participate as an
intern for Six Flags. Reliable transportaUon
needed, expenses paid. bonus potenUal.
If interested. contact the Planning &

Placement Office for more information and to
arrange for an interview. Resume is needed for
Interview.

SIXIIJLGS.
OVER MID-AMERICA

-

Six Flags is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

·Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership
to the University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 1987 or May 1988
graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities
indicate leadership.
3. Ivi ust be a person who promotes change.
(Can accomplish goals and is of service to
students and faculty.)
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.
Applications arc available in the Office of Student
Activities. Three letters of reconunendation (from
peers, instructors or whomever you like) validating
the non1inee's leadership capabilities must
accompany your application. Applications must be
submitted by noon Friday, March 4, 1988.
Funded By SGA
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Fewer books purchased by library
By ALICE DOSS
Staff Writer

The number of books purchas
ed by the Waterfield Library
has d1·opped from 14,727 m
1983-84 to 7,700 in 1987-88.
"Because of inflation and the
rising cost of journals, the
library is having to Ul'e book
money to keep the periodicals
up to date," said Dieter Jedan,
chairman of the library commit·
tee for Academic Council. "The
libt·ary is not even purchasing
one book per student."
The library budget for
1987-88 is $573,125. Of this
amount, $373,125 is used for
buying periodical subscriptions.
The remaining amount of
money is divided among the dif·
ferent departments and they, in
turn, are responsible for buying
books for their department.
"The library committee has
made a proposal to the

Academic Council incrensing fm· funds if the proposed budget
the library budget over the next is not met," Jed an said.
five years to $850,000," Jedan
Some tdeas for the futw·e in·
said. "The money will come elude area residents donating
from the general fund."
books to the library as a tax
"The book prices over the past write·off, and the committee
year have increased 9.2 percent asking campus organizations to
and the periodicals have in- have fund raisers.
creased 17 percent, an increa~e
Friends of the Library, a nonof over $50,000," s:tid Coy Harprofit organization, has fund
mon, dean of libraries. "We raisers for the library.
have had to cancel 41 subscrip·
"The College of Business and
tions, and now have 2.200
Public Affairs has donated, over
remaining."
The library has the in- the past two yenrs, ns much as
terlibrary loan, and t he data $35,000 to the librnry," Jedan
base service, which locates ar· said. "Other departments have
licles in certain periodica ls, transferred money from their
book funds to the funds for
available to students.
"We are also looking into a periodicals.
"If the library docs not get the
telephone fascimile transmitter
that will allow us to receive allocated budget within the
journal articles 24 hours after next five years and inflation
placing calls to one of the other continues," Jedan said. "the
state schools," Harmon said.
library may not be able to pur"The library committee is try- chase any new books at all,"
ing to find alternative sources J edan said.

Cosmetology by LaDora
$2 off each haircut
$50 perms for $35
Expires Mon., Feb. 29

1415 West Main St
Across from Sparks Hall

phone:~

~-------------------------------------------~

Students must have junior standing
to take 500 level classes: new.policy
By ALICE DOSS
Staff Writer

The new University policy
for 500 level classes states
that such classes are
"re!!tricted " to
undergraduates with a junior
standing and graduate
students.
An accreditation committee
visiting the University said
the current statement concer·
ning 500 level classes in both
the undergraduate and

graduate catalogues was con·
sidered vague.
Dr. James Booth, vice presi·
denl of academic affairs, asked
the graduate studies commit·
tee of the Academic Council to
look into the mattet·.
"We asked outaide
evaluators to come in and
evaluate our graduate pro·
gram," said Dr. Bill Payne,
chairman of the graduate
studies committee.
There has been no change in
the policy itself, he said. The

policy has just become more
explicit.
The policy states t hat "500
level courses are restricted to
students with at least a junior
s t an d i n g a nd gradu a t e
students. Except ions to t his
regulation must be approved
in· writing by the appropriate
collegiate d~an . "
"This policy may cause
students to rearrange t heir
schedules to protect our ac·
creditation," Booth said.

Stacy Markhrun
Laura McConnell

/J

I

Macli<:lle

AllnVaughn
~ Bchb Warneke
ltisa Wiiford

Wilson~

7T~

WE 1:0\lE
YOU!!
u

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
A full week of interesting and informative guest speakers
plus a chance to talk with company representatives at Career Day.
Monday

2p.m.
3p.m.

Tuesday

10am.

4p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Wednesday

Thursday

"Resume Preparation·
W. W. Furgerson
Coordinator, Placement Service
"Interviewing and Marketing
R. Lynn Richard
Director, Cooperative Education Yourself
and Placement
BUSitJESS ltJDUSTRY GOVERIH.IEIH

Paula Nelson
Financial Author, Lecturer
Commentator
Los Angeles, CA

CAREER

DAY

"Changing Economy:
Impact of the Economy
on Jobs"

"Opportunities in
Alex Furgess
Telecomminications•
Employment Manager
American Telephone &Telegraph
Atlanta, GA
"Improving Your Interview
3:30p.m. Judy CNerbey
Image•
Image Consu~ant
Murray, KY

2p.m.

2p.m.

3p.m.

Johnny Richards
Human Resources Manager
lntergraph Corporation
Huntsville, AL
Johnny Richards, lntergraph
and Elaine Byrd, Assistant
Director, Cooperative Education
and Placement

Barkley Room
Barkley Room
Ballroom
Curris Center
Theatre
Curris
Center
Barkley Room

Barkley Room

"Opportunities in High
Technology•

Barkley Room

•cooperative Education in
High Technology•

Barkley Room
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Rally--- - -- - -- -- - -- - - - at the invitation of the student
leaders he had spoken to
earlier. Students and members
of the media swarmed him.
Some gave their reasons for the
need for more funding, while
others asked for Wilkinson's
autograph.
Bell encouraged the conti·
nuance of efforts for more
higher education funding. "Our
work begins tomorrow," he
said.
"I've worked for five governors of Kentucky and I stood up
to every one of them," Bell said.
"I'm going to stand up to this
one."
Stan Chauvin, a Louisville attorney and president·elect of
the American Bar A!1!'ociation,
spoke at the rally representing
alumni and parents. "The belt
can't be tightened,'' he said.
"The belly is already again!'t
the backbone. You can't do any
more."
The faculty representative,
Beverly Davenport Syphe1· of

Continued from Page 1
Demands for increased funding continued at a rally at
nearby Dudgeon Civic Center
which was sponsored by the
Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education.
Sally McKenney of Marion, a
Murray State s tudent,
represented students
throughout Kentucky by her
speech at the rally.
"Higher education is the most
productive investment a state
government can make," she
said. People involved in the rally were not simply lobbying for
a special interest, she said.
They were representing a very
public interest.
McKenney was given a stan·
ding ovation by the nearly
5,000 people in attendance.
"Sally McKenney is symbolic of
what. we're het·e for," said
Robert Bell, chairman of Ken·
tucky Advocates.
Wilkinson attended the rally
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

~'

Congratu{ates its new initiate£ mem6ers
OSonya Barker
Susan Bennett
Patti Beyerle
Robyn Carter
Debbie Clark
0 Julie Cochran
0 Kelly Corder
0 Micky Crane
0 Cathey Hartline
0 Stephanie Hodskins
OMichelle Johnston

0
0
0
0

0 Penny Knedler
0 Anissa Lile
0 Tisha Morris
0 Jenna Newton
0 Jeanne O'Nan

0 Mary Jo Simmons
0 Joelle Thomas
0 Christa Todd
0 Lisa Whitaker
0 Laura Wiley

'Way to (jo ~(pfra 1?_[to
'We Love ~:You,
IJJie Sisters cif 5il{pfia. (jamma tJJdta

I

''Mom says the
· house~ isnl the
same without me,
even though jts
a lot cleaner.''

FILM
SALE

I

: 13S-100
1 (3 roll pack)

'

Yl.[p/ia (jamma 'lJe[ta

r----- ---- -- ,

\

I

Lexington, spoke about the importance of educational oppor·
tunities to keep people in Ken
tucky. She said funding of
higher education is necessary to
keep qualified faculty in state
institutions.
"Being under-funded hurts,"
she said, "but being under·
appreciated is demoralizing."
Participants in the parade
and rally gave similar reasons
for attending. "We don't want
our education cut," said
Michelle Williams, a senior at
Eastern Kentucky University.
"I couldn't go to school if it
weren't for financial aid."
Reginald Thomas, general
counsel ut Kentucky State
University, said he thought
higher education deserved
funds ju!1t as secondary educa·
tion. ''They both work hand in
hand," he ~aid.
"You can't make it <Ken
tucky} great without having an
educated population ," Thomas
said.

: 135-400
1 (3 roll pack)

$7 99
•

$9 97
•
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Prints
for the
Price of

1 ''
just because your Mom
is far a\\"JY, docsn 't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead. give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~
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Snap Shot :
Photo
.-I
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Open Monday-Saturday
II a.m.- 6 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
1

759·9347
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Advertise!
762-.t-178
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The right choice.

Residents find support in RAs
By KAREN GALLAGHER
Assistant Campus L1fe Editor

Resident advisers are ''jacks·
of-all-trade."
They are listeners, friends,
educator~ and mediators.
''l walk around the halls and
talk to people. 'fhey talk to me
about boyft·iend problems, fail ·
ed tests ..." said Melissa Tester·
man, a sophomore social work
major from Hopkinsville. She is
a second-semester RA at White
Hall.
"We provide a shoulder to cry
on and help where it is ad·
visable." said Kim Hill, a junior
radion·v major from Louisville.
She is in her second semester as
an RA At Hester Hall.
"We are there to be a service,
not overbearing,'' she said.
It takes certain qualities to be
a succeshl'ul RA. said Linda
Schumer, programming coordinator for the residence halls.
"We look for communication
skills and enthusiasm about the
job when choosing a new RA,"
Schumer said.
Maturity is also a
consideration.
"They have to be mature to
the point where they don't need
an RA themselves," she said.
A 2.2 grade point average is
also a requirement.
Tolerance and dtscipline are
important qualities, said Jeff
Shepherd, a second-semester
RA at Hart Hall.
"You have to have a backbone
to enforce rules and be a
friend," said Coleman, senior
RA at Springer Hall.
''RAs have to be outgoing and
have a good perl'lonality," said
Mitzi Coleman, a junior
business administration major
from Prmceton.
''You have to be very open·
minded to a variety of
residents," said Shepherd, a
junior manufacturing·

'It's our job to notice
changes i n the
b e hav i or of our
residents and not wait
until they come to us•
-:-Testerman
engineering technology majot·
from South Fulton, Tenn.
Being an RA offers real-life
experience in dealing with peo·
pie and the chance to becom~
more involved in campus ac·
tivities, the RAs said.
''I wanted to have experience
as a quasi-counselor; it goeli
with my major in social work,"
Testerman satd.

"Being an RA opens up your
mind and allows you to relate to
people.'' Shepherd said.
"1 think it's a good job for a
first-semester wphomore; it's a
good way to make contacts," he
said.
Sometimes RAs are faced
wtth emergency situations such
as suicide attempts. The RAs
said they receive adequate
training and feel confident
when dealing with pr oblems.
First-semester RA s go
through a week of orientation,
attend w01·kshops and go to
weekly classes. Veter an RAs
h ave a two to three day
workshop and attend monthly
classes, Hill said.
"We learn first-aid pro·
cedures, signs of suicidal
tendencies and how to deal with
drugs," she said. "I feel we are
definitely prepared."
"It's our job to notice changes
in the behavior of our
residents," Tester man said,
"and not to wait until they
come to us.''
Dealing with those who are
suicidal or fall into depression

ar e the worst e mergencies
because they are long-term pro·
blems, she said.
"Suicide attempts are t he
most terr ifying," Coleman said.
"You can't do something unless
you're positive. You go by instinct and training."
RAs are also expected to en·
force the rules established by
t he Board of Regents.
When investigating a poten·
tial rule-infringement, the RAs

Phoro by MALCOLM WHITTUM

RESIDENT ADVISER Melissa Testerman, from Hopkinsville, ~orks the front desk at White Hall.

are required to go in pairs. They
tell t he residents involved why
they are there, investigate and
t hen make an incident report ,
Testerman said.
R As do not dec ide the
disciplinary action. The hall
director makes the decision in
accordance with campus policy,
sbe said.

~suicide attempts are
the most terrifying.
You can ' t do
something unless
you're positive. You go
by instinct and
training'
-Coleman

"Each situation is different,"
Testerman said. "You can sit
"We are trying to stress qualithrough classes, but in reality, ty instead of quantity, ·•
you question your ability.
Shepherd said. " We don't want
"You have to bite your lip, to burn the r esidents out with
dive in and act appropriately," over-programming."
There are other aspects of the
:-he said.
job that sometimes make ad ·
In some hallli, RAs get justment difficult.
negalive stereotypes and bad
"Time management and
reputations. Shepherd said .
scheduling are hard to
"I'm not a babysitter or a balance,'' Shepherd said. '·If
'narc'. and I'm not out to stick it you give too much to the hall,
then other parts of your life suf.
to the other guy." he said.
"I've never had any pro- fer. Too much either way is
blems," he said. "l don't abuse bad."
"It's very time-consuming to
my residents and they don't
be an RA,'. Hill said.
abuse me."
RAs are required to spend one
A part of an RAs respon· weekend per month on call from
sibilities is to "encourage and Friday at 7 p.m. to Monday ab 7
facilitate residents' participa· a.m. During the "suicide
tion in activities," according to weekend," they are not allowed
an RA job description from the to leave the dorm, unless they
housing office.
get a tempor ary substitute.
One way to fulfill this r equire- They are also on call once a
ment is through programming, week.
"The hardest part io not being
The RAs agreed that this is one
of the most difficult. things they able to come and go as I please,''
Hill said
do.
There are benefit~ to being an
Programming takes extra
RA,
too.
planning and time to make it
"Meeting people and going
successful, Testerman said.
out with residents is the best.
RA!l are reqmre<1 to giVe LWO
' 'quality" (planned) and two
spontaneous progt·nms per
month. A good turnout is
anywhere f1·om eight to 20
resident.s, the RAs said.

part," Shepherd !laid "fve
meet about half of my friends
through bt>ing an RA."
"Being able to walk across
campus and know people is the
best part,'' Testerman said.
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Promising performances
add to humorous plot
The Man Who Came To Din

ner, a play in three acts by Moss

just the right inOeclions and his
comedic timing is quite good,
but his performance is not as
powerful as he could make it.
He obviously posses!lcs the
talent, it's just a matter of
reaching and maintaining a

Hart and George S. Kaufman,
opened last night in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre
Although the latest production of the Univers ity Theatre
is a comedy, it is not a produc- c o n s i s t e n t p 1 a n e o f
performance.
tion to be taken lightly.
Set in the middle-class home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stanley
(Joseph M. Holt, Paducah; Amy
Sileven, Frankfort. lll.l of
Carol Guernsey, Louisville,
Mesalta, Ohio, this play portrays Mr. Whiteside's
revolves around Sheridan secretary, confidant and friend,
Whites ide, played by Reid Maggie Cut lcr . Cutler
Draper, Paducah.
undt>rstands Whiteside's
Whiteside is a pompous, self· temperament and doesn't mind
centered radio pert;onality who his constant complaining.
injures his hip when he slips on
Guernsey seems to over·
a patch of ice on the Stanley's dramatize her role at times
front walk. He becomes a (after all. this play is supposed
grouchy invalid in the Stanley's to be a comedy) but is generally
home a nd proceeds to make conststent in her portrayal of
everyone's life a living hell with the loyal secretary. She has u
his caustic remark~» and cons- quality that makes the role
ta nt cntici:sm.
believable, and is entertaining,
The Stanlcys should call an but she lacks the timing
extermmator instead of in- nece s sary to make her
viting this poor E~xcuse for a character really funny.
human being into their home.
For the most part, the producHe actually turns their
household upside down m a tion is very funny and it seems
matter of days. He dema.n ds to obvious that the cast puts a
be waited on hand and foot, great deal of energy into it. The
t·uns up an exorbitant phone play is well·written and the
bill , drags all kinds of strange cbaracter.s complement each
animals into the house and other very nicely.
The show begins at 8 p.m.
begins to dole out advice to the
Stanley's children, Richard and tonight and 7 p.m. Saturday
June (Tim Pena, Glendale, night. Tickets are $3 for
students and sen ior citizens and
Calif.; Tish Usher, Benton).
Draper is genuinely funny $4 for general admission. They
and does a fine job as Whiteside, will be on sale at the theatre
although his role needs more box office and reservations can
punch, most of the time. He be made by calling 762·6797.
- Jeanttll' Brandstetterdclivm·s his lines smoothly with
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Double Offer.

Wednesday Lunches
between the hours of 11 :30 a.m. & 1 p.m.

PLACE
Wesley ~ Foundation
United Methodist
Campus Ministry Center
Cost

$1.50

1315

Payne

Black Awareness Week
Sunday
Black I listory Play - 8 p.m.. Curris Center Theatre
Murray State Students
Monday
Trtvia - Black History - 7 p.m.. Coffeehouse
Pril.es: Ptr...za
Faculty Workshop on Leam.Ing Styles- 3 - 5 p.m.,
Cunis Center Theatre
Tuesday
Voices of Praise - 7 p.m .. Stables
Wesley Foundation Choir
BaptistStudenlChoir
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Bel Air Shopping Center
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Wednesday
Movie: Platoon - 7 p.m., Theatre
Uni":erslly Center Board (UCB)
Friday
A Night at Club Talent- 7:30p.m., Stables
Prizes: 1st. 2nd, 3rd place prizes

Saturday
Spirit Night al Racer Basketball Game
Trophies to the Sorortty, Fraternity and Residence Hall with
ll1c best poster or banner -Half-time.
Trophies to the Sorortty. Fratemlly and Residence Hall with
the greatest percentage of participation in the activities
throughout the week · Half-time
Sunday

Afri Productions Presents "Faith Journey ", 7 p.m .. ~........- rCunis Center Theatre

--r--..
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Gimmell experiences life
in Peru as part of studies
month time period. ''You can·
not know what it's like to see
something triple in price in
nine months," Gimmel said.

By ALL YSON HOBBIE

Staff Wnter
With only limitt>d knowledge
of Spani~h. Millie Gimmell set
off for Peru last yeat· as an am·
bassador of good will.
Gimmell was awarded a
Rotary l'Cholarship to study for
nine months in a foreign coun·

'Although it was not a
blast, it has changed
my perception of the
world '
- Gimme/1

try.

The purpose of the scholar·
ship is improve international
comprehension through better
understanding of other
cultures. Gimmell said the
scholarship winners are re·
quired to study in a country
where few Americans travel.
She set out to study literature
and language at the National
University of St. Auguesme in
Arequipa, but she said that the
formal education she received
was limited.
\
"My professors were on strike
or class was out of session for at
least 30 days," Gimmell said.
"The university made me go to
special classes eince I was a
foreign student.
"l was very disappointed that.
the umvers1ty didn't receive me
well. There was much political
J'esentment because r was an
American," Gimmel said.
,"I learned a great deal about
1·acial prejudice," Gimmell said.
She said the other students
generally ignored her and that
her first two months were
lonely.

Millie Glmmell
As the first American student
at the school, Glmmel said she
anticipated resentment. ··r
knew that it wouldn't be
wonderful all the time."
Gimmell said that the
students in Peru are quite different from those in the States.
"Peruvian students are more
politically active, but not
necussarily aware," she said.
"They are about as left as you
can get."
These leftist leanings have
lead to terrorism, Gimmel said.
although the average person
does not come across it.
·'The Lerrot·ism is more
specific," she said. "It's directed
toward government officials
and the elite."
The terrorism stems, in part,
from anger about the Peruvian
economy and a 300 percent in·
nation rate during f\ nine

__________ ___

···--···,,..

Even the comparatively
wealthy in Peru Jack many of
the common luxuries found
here, she said.
"A blender sells for $150,"
Gimmel said "Their cars would
be museum pieces here."
The majority of the popula·
lion is poor. However, the
poverty level varies among
localities, Ginunell said.
"It doesn't get that cold, so
they can sleep in the street and
then.~ is always something to
eat.
"Poverty is a way of life," she
l'latd. ''The average life span is
in the mid-50~. They arc dying
of stuff we died of in the 19th
century such as dysentery."
Gimmell said that the ex·
periencc is one that she will
never forget.
"Although it was not n blast,
it has changed my perception of
the world," she said.
"It's scary that there is a
place that close whel'e the peo•
pie have so much animosity
toward the Staies," Gimmell
snid, "and we don't even know
it."
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Speaking out
for higher ed

DAVID HOLTON II, left, chairman of
Student Advocates for Higher Education, spoke to students as they
gathered at the steps In front of the
Capitol Tuesday. Referring to the 130
pages of the governor's proposed
budget, Holton said, "I was going to
burn It, but we couldn't afford any matches. '' More than 2,500 students and
other higher education supporters participated in the march sponsored by
SAFE. Above, Sally McKenney of
Marton, the student representative at
the rally In Frankfort, speaks to nearly
5,000 people In attendance. Dunker,
right, horses around with a fellow
mascot before the march. Below , Murray State cheerleaders get Into the
spirit of the protest against the governor's proposed budget.

.- F
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Students get 'radical ' at march
By LISA JACKSON
Editor In Chief
I'm convinced that we, as college
students, have the same fighting
spirit our infamous predecessors of
the '60s carried with them.
We just may be a little more selective about what we choose to fight
for.
At the march and rally for increas·
ed funding of higher education on
Tuesday, I believe everyone who
participated had a great time. We
were proud to be "radical."
"And they said student activism
was dead," said David Holton, one of
the leadt>rs of the day's events.
"They're \\Tong."
We believe in our cause and it was
exciting and new to many to be part
of such a cr owd, all crying for the
same thing - money.
Creativity was displayed in the
wording of signs. Our "protesting"
ancestors would be proud.
Many students had no qualms
about attacking the governor in
their signs and chants. Security in
numbet·s, I !!uppose. There were
about 3,000 of us.
"Quit your crying Wally and hand
over tht> dough'' was the wording on
one postt>r reflecting the governor's
own words (quit your crying) when
he referred to university presidents'
plea for funds.

One person was trying to teach
Gov. Wilkinson a few things. The
poster read: "Hey Wally, Things you
cut: (1) hair, (2) grass. (3) your nails.
Things you don't cut: (1) education
(2) teachers' pay (3) your own
throat."
Other signs reflecting sentiment
of t he day read: "4 year vacation in
Wally World," "Let's be great, get
better than 48th" and "Education
cuts don't heal.''
Just keep something as important
as funding away from us and, yes,
we'll scream.
But were we ht>ard? Sure, the
governor responded in words. But is
he responding with action? It
doesn't look like it.
And what's worse is that our
legislators don't seem to be budging
either.
They are saying that they can't do
anything with the governor's stubborn stand on the tax issue. Is this a
dictatorship ot· what? Does he really
have all the power?
Come on legislators, we're counting on you more than you know.
Why do you think we've been
writing you all these letters? We
need increased funding and we
hoped you might be able to help.
But legislators seem to be ducking
out. Everyone agrees we have a

By
Lisa
Jackson
justified concern. But no one is will ·
ing to help.
So what do we need to do? I think a
suggestion brought up in the Board
of Regents meeting Wednesday is
one to seriously think about.
•
Maybe we need to put on our blue
jeans and go out and convince the
common people what is important to
this sLate. If we begin at the bottom.
we won't have to worry about the
upper levels.
Surely. if the voting coru;tituency
begins to support our cause the
legislators will take action. After
all, they are politicians, aren't they?
Robert Bell, chairman of the Ken·
tucky Advocates for Higher Educa·
tion, was right when he said our
work begins the day af?er the rally.
We have many people to deliver our
hi!{her education message to.
So let's get on our blue jeans and
go get radical.
It might be fun.

I

-

......

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, above, attended the rally for higher education after university leaders extended an Invitation. Right, several
Murray State representatives rallied for higher education at the
Dudgeon Civic Center In Frankfort Tuesday. The rally was sponsored by the Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education.

Photos by ROBIN CONOVER

By LEIGH ANN AKIN
Start Wrllar

Meeting prospect i ve
employers and busineu con·
tacta can sometimes be dif·
ficult for recent college
graduates.
The Blue and Gold Network, a prosram begun in
late 1987 by the Murray
State Alumni Asaoeiation,
tries to make job hunting
easier for graduates, said
Donna Herndon, student
alumni UIOCiation adviler.
The program matches
alumni acroas the country
with recent graduate. who
are job hunting in that area.
Herndon said that she is try·
ing to get Blue and Gold
members in all the DUijor
~itiea. Current members are
11i Louisville, Lniapon, St.
Louis, Boston and Nuhrille.
Alumni help studenta and
faculty members by ~
viding _information on · ]ob
openinp, lodging and tours
ofcities, Herndon said. Alumni can alao help 81'1'81118 in·
terviews for students and
faculty.
"The Network can benefit
students, faculty, and &taft' in
a lot ofdifferent ways," Bern·
don said. "It will serve the
campus well by bringing
alumni closer to the
University."
Herndon said that faculty
and staff can use the Blue
and Gold Network for overnight lodging just aa she clld
on a recent trip to Lexinglen.

1M Blue llld Gold
Plge 15

THE OLIVE STREET glllllry fMlurM cllllncllw.,. warlr willie doubling M len ........ haiH.

Local artist mixes livelihood,
appreciation of art at gallery
8r JENNIFER lloiCJRCHY
Stall Wiler

Ben Steele livet and breathee

art.

Steele laid that he hirecl
English u a public reWlona
Nplti&D~ "~ ia pod
at the thinp I can'' do." he
said. "She knows who to call far
what and is pod at i&."
Steele said be keepe 16 percent of the profits. "My goal is
to aell DU' an aacl .te a

a Murray State poacluate.
The team ia alao preeerat.lq
glau art by Jamea Wade
Daugherty ofLexinaton. Steele
said that Daugherty i1 one of
the 10 best flta. arti8Q in the
state.
Also being shown are worb
by Karen Boyd, a MQJTay State
weavins and textiles illltruCtor.
Boyd'a works, the ..Mother
Gooee
are watenlolorclrawinp.
.
Steele, wbo a1IO !au Ul Ia.
teriar ............. ti lhowiac
..... o1 his penoul worb u

Steele, a Murray native,. ocol the ama11
hoUI8 that doublee u the Olive
Stnet Gallery. Be ~ the
bOUle Oct.7 with
)lope8 ol profit."
atartiDa a pJlerJ that would
Steele said that art from
spotliaJht bmovatl-.e artwork.
retPaa*laftiltl is lbowa at the
lallery. ·~re an .-e
Steele said that the~ ql wonderfal utilta iD the .....
the ,.u.y ia "'to ~ ...... tbM DO OM kaalwi about."
who love an aD ~.
LLsomethiq clift'erent."
at..la ftDdll _,
~.J~ w81t&11111"JdiWWk ......
Stee1e IMit Lbada .._..., a ......
.... CiacilmMl 88 iUI
. . ...
1 and d .
~ ... U.ve
BlODIIID - co or
esliJl.
~&e .ae4en&. ~ OAe. friencll
or m. uhibi~ cwr GeaeL pod~~~ npatatiGaa in Eftlliah said that the shows
"We haven't Jmown each o6er
ie
9fJfy kms-·-~
said.
reatUriDa - - by cturnaaet, featured artiata every month.
cupicll the beet
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VA<P.1.'r! tour

M~specjil,fJIA
Live at the SIU Arena
This Sunday 7 p.m.
Tickets $16 & $14 RE$ERVED
Tickets available at
SIU Arena~

SIU Arena
618·453-5341.
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Come join the 1989 SHIELD Staff
The SHIELD is taking applioaU.S
for the 1989 yearbook staff. Come
by the Shield office in Wilson Hall,
rooms 116 or 121 and pick up an
application TODAY! Applications
are due 4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb.26.
PAID STAFF POSITIONS:
Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Academics Editor
Album Editor
Campus Life Editor

Organizations Editor
Sports Editor
Design Editor
Business Manager
Feature Writers
Photographers

Blue and Gold-~
Continued from Page 14
"I contacted a Blue and Gold
Network member in Lexington
and stayed with them over·
night," Herndon said. "It really
helps save on expenses for me
and the University."
Herndon said that Rhonda
Sullivan, a recent graduate of
Murray, was the first person to
use the Blue and Gold Network.
Sullivan was applying to
medical school at Howard
University in Washington,
D.C., in December 1987, and
Blue and Gold Network
member Penny Wade helped
her with lodging, transportation and tours.
She said that Blue and Gold
Network member Dr. Charles
Mercer of Memphis assisted
Sullivan in finding a spring and
summer job in Memphis before
she started medical school at
the University of Tennessee at
Memphis in the fall .
Graduates can also use the
Blue and Gold Network to explore career interests, Herndon
said.
Undergraduates are welcome
to use the Blue and Gold Netwo1·k as a shadow process,''
Herndon said. ''We can identify
an alumni in their field and put
the student in contact with that
alumni so they can find out
what their future job will really
be like.
"The Blue and Gold Network
members can also benefit the
University by acting as a
liaison for area high schools,"
Herdon said. "They can also
help in recruiting new students
for Murray State University by
acting as an intermediary to
their community."

Singer entertains crowd
with 'laid-back' approach
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER
Staff Writer

Solo entertainer Chris
Brady took the stage in the
Curris Center Stables Tuesday to perform for a group of
about 100 students.
Brady kept the audience in·
volved with popular music
from such artists as Jimmy
Buffett, James Taylor, the
Grateful Dead and the
Beatles. He also performed
several original songs.
Shannon Chambera,
University Center Board coffeehouse chairman, said he
thought most students en·
joyed the act because it was so
relaxed.
"He's the kind of person
you'd like to sit back and
listen to after you've had a
couple of beers.'' Chambers
said. ·'He's just a laid-back
kind of guy."
Th e s inger/songwriter
began his music career in
clubs around the Charlotte,
N.C., area while attending
the University of North
Carolina. However, after
graduating with a degree in
accounting , Brady was
preparing to enter the
business world.
"I interviewed with a lot of
CPA firms when I was a
senior, " Brady said. "I
wanted to have a stable life."
His interest in music turned
out to be even stronger than
his desire for a "stable life."
Brady took the career risk

and is now a well-received act
wherever he performs,
Chambers said.
" Several UCB members
went to the National Association of Campus Activities conference in Birmingham, Ala.,
and were impressed by his
showcase at the conference,''
Chambers said. "I called and
got a tape and then we booked
him."
Though he has only been on
the college circuit for about a
year, Brady seems to prefer
the college audience to any
other.
" When people go to a bar
they want to just kind of sit
there and buy drinks," Brady
said. "They don't really seem
to care if there's an act there
or not."
·'It seems like it'sjusl easier
to get them (college students)
involved in the show," Brady
said. "It's a more relaxed atmosphere. When people get
excited, the energy level goes
up and lhe audience likes to
get involved."
Although he said he would
like to make it big some day
and have his music heard by
more people, Brady said it is
not the most important goal
in his life.
"I just don't want to be old
and still be playing the same
circuit," Brady said, "but as
long as I'm progressing I'll be
happy, no matter how old I
am."
"I want to keep getting bet·
ter," Brady said.

Career Awareness Week

Photo by ALLEN HILL

CHRIS BRADY, a singer and musician, entertained a crowd at
the Stables, Tuesday.

Black Awareness Week

Paula Nelson

Lecture:

"Changing Economy:
Impact of the Economy on Jobs"
Barron~

''The leading exponent of the powcr-of-poslUve-thlnklng
school or finance."

Cincinnati Post
"Ships you of any conceivable excu~ for staying out of the
money game...
Mero Griffin
"One of the brightest people In U1e money business"

Chicago Sun Times
"...a Corporate whlz-kld and an articulate advocate of
financial freedom ... "

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.
Curris Center Theater
FREE Admission

.-.<0~~\·

~-,__....-

Feb. 25, 8 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

Presented by

- CALENDAR
Friday

Feb.19

National Stud~nt Exchange Deadllne.
College Ll'>'el Examinntion Prognam. 10 1 (}1-.
W l l\' . 8:30 a m
J111.7. Band Concert. Curno Center B<1llroom, 8
p .m
"The Man Who Came to Dinner." Price Doyle
Fine Art• Cenlt>r. 8 p m. $3 students.
Men's Track. Ea~tern Jlhnois

Saturday

Feb.20

KAEA High Sch ool Art Competition. f:urn~
Center. Feb 20-Ma'""h 11.
Lnw School AdmiRsionR TeaL. 207 Faculty
Hall. S ·' rn
Ra ct.>r Open Raqut-tball Tournament. Carr
He:llth, 10 a.nt.·6 p rn .
Showtime. Rollet11kating. Dt>part from frunt of
Curri~ Cl·nter, 24 p.m.
Parents' Night Out. Carr Health, 6 l1 p.m.
" The Mnn Who Co me to Dinner." Pritl• Doyll·
1-' ine Art' Ct·nt•·r, 7 p.m. $3 <tudent-.
Woods Hall Done£>. Ea•t Lobby, 9 ·11 p.m . Fren
and ..pen to all
Rat"er BaJikctb all. Morehead.
Men's Track. Illinois.

Sunday
\

Feb.21

Black A wart-ness Week.
Ph onothon tor BuslneHs & Public Alfnira.
Feb 2125
University Ch ambe r Music Seri<>s Concert.
Farn!ll R·-cll.al Hall, Doyle f'me .\rts Center,
3:30p.m
Residence Hall Basketb all. Curr Health,
6:30-10:30 p.m.
Black Hl•tory Pl ay. CurrL'l C:cnler Tht'uter, fl
p.m
Racer Open Ruqueth a ll Tournument,
Continued.

Monday

Feb.22

Swt>at 30 At>roblcs. Carr Health, 12:30 and
5:30p.m
Faculty Workshop io Learning Styles. Curri11
Center Theater. 3 p .m
Student Aerobic!!. Carr Health . 6 30 p m.
In tramural Basketball Tourn a men t. Can·
Health, 6 :30 10:30 p.m
Bla ck. Hl11tory Trivia. Hart Hnll Coffeehouse, 7
p.m
Rec·ing Crew Aerobics. Carr Heolth, 8 p.m.

Tuesday

Feb.23

Kroeer Company I nterviews. Aaaislont
Manager pOIIataon.. Times pre-!!eheduled i n
Plocemenl Office.
Bu•ine• 11 l nd u!ltry/Government Caner Day,
Cunis Centea• Ballroom, 10 o.m.- 4 p.m.
World Civilizations Faculty Seminar. "The
Brcukdown Itt Form - 1770·1830." Carl
Mowery 506 Faculty Hall, 3:30p.m.
Circle K mec>tln e. Ohio Room, Currls Center, 6
p.m
Voices of Praise, Wellley Jo'oundation, and
BSU Ch oirs. Slablt's, 7 p .m.
Mon ster P iano Con cert. Lovett Audatnraum. 8
pm
Intramu r al 8a8ketbJtiJ Tournament.
Contintwd
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AROUND CAMPUS
ORDER OF OMEGA

" SUPER SATURDAYS"

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Applications for the Greek Lender·
ship honor society. Order of Omega,
may be picked up in the Student
Development Office in Ordway Hall.
All Greeks are invited to apply. Ap·
plicationli arc to be returned by April
6.

Applications are now available for
"Super Saturdays," a program for
gifted and talented youths in grades
1·8. The sessions conducted by Murray State University faculty, area
public school teachers and other professionals are Hcheduled from 9:30
a.m. to noon on Saturday, March 5,
12, 19 and 16 on the MSU campus.
The registration fee is $50 per stu·
dent Applications are available from
coordinators of the gifted and
talented programs in area schools or
the Center for Continuing Education
in Room 308 Sparks Hall. For information call 762-2716.

The pr iority filing date for applica·
tions for sLudent employment for the
1988 summer term is March 1.
Students who ru·e currently working
on campus must submit a new application for the summer session. The
necessary forms are available in the
Student Financial Aid Office located
in the basement. of Sparks Hall. For
additional information call 762-2546.

SEMINAR DAY
Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a
Seminar Day on Feb. 24 in room 407
of the Business Building. All students
are invited to attend. The schedule of
events for the day are as follows:
8:30-9:30 "Communications and
Technical Skills: Keys to Success."
Harice Page, managing partner, Ern·
st & Whinney, Nashville.
9:30-10:30 ''The Role of Internal
Auditing." Leon Drennan, vice presi·
dent of intemnl auditing. Hospital
Corporation of America, Nashville.
10:30-11:30 ''Ethical Issue~ of the
Legal Proft•ssion." Rick Jones, Hurt
& Jones Law Fit·m, Murray.
11:30-12:30 Lunch Break.
12:30-1:30 "Internationalization of
Bul'liness " Jerry Farmer, Manufacturing Manager, B.F. Goodrich
1:30-2:30 "Stress Management."
Mary Usher, R.N., Charter Hospital,
Paducah.
2:30-3:30 "The New Manufacturing
Environment." Bobby Brazzel, Briggs
& Stratton.

Wednesday

Feb.24

Tennea- Departme nt of Audit. Accounting
candidaws. Tames pre-achedu led in Placement
Office
Elect ronJc Data Systema. Systt>ms Engineer·
ing Development and ArcountmglFinance
Do:velopml'nt Prolfl'am&. Times pre-scheduled in
Placement om~.
St. P a ul Fire & Ma rine Insu ran ce Company.
Risk Management Repri.'JienLative Trainee.
Underwriter Traaneo and Claims Acljuster
Traint'e po~ttions. Tim<"! prt!-llcheduled in Plec ....
mentOffice.
Wal-Mart Stort'a, Inc. l ntei'Yiew a. Retail
1\-tanagement pomaon' T1mcs prc«heduled in
Placement Office.
K-Mart S ton>s, Inc. Interviews. Appnrel
Mana11emcnt Trttinee pOAitions. Times pre·
schedul'od in Platll'ment Office.
P .B. & S. Che mical Interview•. ChE-mJStry
rt•lated maJo111 for Sales MaiUig,•menl Trainee
po8itaons and :\1anufacturing Engineertng
related for Plant Management Trainee posi·
uons. TimeA pre-scheduled in Placement Office.

INVESTMENT COURSE
Two five-week courses, "Securities
and Investing: Part I" (Feb. 29·March
28) and "Securities and Investing:
Part U'' <April 4-May 2), designed to
help persons interested in understan·
ding the world of mvestments are
scheduled on Mondays from 7·9 p.m.
in room 252 of the Business Building.
Classes will be taught by Betty
Boston, a certified financial planer
and investment broker with Hilliard
Lyons, Inc. The fee is $20 per cour!;e.
For information and registration. call
the Community Education Program,
308 Sparks Hall, at 762-2716.
Moorman M-anufactu ring Company In ter·
vie ws. Sales posatlons. Tim"~ p,.. '!Cbeduled in
Plncen14'!nt Office.
Northwestern Mu tu al LICe In terviews.
Marketmg, Management, Ftnance, Economics,
and Business Administration po11itions. Times
pre-seh.,dulcd m Placemen~ Office.
Duke Po wer Company lnW>rviewa. Industrial
Hygiene and Environmental Health poe1tioaa.
Times pre-scheduled in Placement Office.
Briatoi·Myen USPNG Interviews. Accoun·
ling, Computer Information Sy•tems, Computi'r
Science, Biology and Chem1stry maJors fo1•
\'arious opportunitie• Timea pr~·I!Cheduled in
Placement Office.
American Teleph one A Telegraph (AT&Tl
lntel"'iews. Computer Science, Engin.,ering
PhysiCII, Electncal Engineering Technologv
paettil>llll. Times pre·acheduled in Placement
Office.
Entry Oeadline (or Floor Hockey. 107 Carr
Heallh.
Sweat 30 Aerobics. Carr Health, 12:30 and
5:30p.m.
Stude nt Aerobie~. Cara' Heallh. 6:30 p.m.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
The Student Conservation Association is continuing to accept applica·
tions from persons interested in
12-week. expense paid, internships in
national parks, f01·ests, wildlife
refuge~ and other conservation areas
across the United States th1s summer
and fall. This program is availnble to
non-students and students of many
academic background regardless of
whether or not they are seeking a conservation career. The sel<'ction process for summer positions begins in
March and the selection process for
fall begin11 June 1. Interested
students must respond ns soon as
possible for infol'lnation and applications by contacting the Student ConRervntion As8ociotion at P.O. Box
550C, Charlestown, NH 03603, ot·
calling (603) 826·574115206.
Move: " Pla toon." Curns Center Theater, i
p.m.
In tram ural B uke t ball T o urn a me nt.
Continued.

Thursday

F.qu.idor Intervif!ws. &·lecll'd Accountlnfil cun·
dadatetl Times pre-&ehedulcd in Placemen~
Office.
Electron ic Da t a Sy!ltenu Inte r views.
Continued.
Qua d State Senior Band Festival . LoVl-tt
Auditorium, 2:30 p.m.
MSU Jazz Ran d Con cert. Johns<>n Theater, 7
p .m.
"Nice Peop le Dancln e to Good Coun try
Music." One act play. :JlOB Wils11n Hall, 7 p.m
Sl
Cinema I nternation al Movit'. "Black Or·
pheus.'' CurriR C~>nter Theat<>r. 7·30 p.m
F amou1 Amo11 Le('ture. Currie Center
Ballroom, 8 p.m.
I n tramural 8a11 k t- tb all To urn ame nt.
Continued.

The Beta Nu Chapter
Of Alpha Sigma Alpha
Is pleased to
their
Officers
President
Vice President
Secretary
•
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Membership

Rush
Social
Chaplin
Moneymaking
Scholarship
Publicity
Editor
Philanthropic

'

Janelle Graham
Barbara Heathe
Stephanie Dyer
Lori Sullivan
Holly Jones
lisa Davis
Julie Workman
Becky Ramey
Mia Wesselman
Wendy Galloway
Stacy Winstead
Laura Grief
Melanie Hipp
Sherry Morris
Michelle Childs
lisa Avery
Gina Boyd
Cindy Dietzel
Stacy Markham

Feb.25

Party for Special Olympics!

C<<atch the wave. Coke.

!:>~<::>~~!:;·------------------------------------~------------F~eb-r-ua-cy~:~:~,l~~~~~
Racers use
defense to !
claim wins ·

Final trip
of season
tests team

By MARSHALL SILLS

By KEVIN PATTON

Sports Writer

Sports Editor

The Racers managed a hard fought
71-64 win over the Youngstown State
University Penguins Monday at Racer
Arena.
The game was not 30 seconds old when
junior guard Don Mann began his three·
point barrage. Mann went five for eight
from ''downtown" and lead all Racers
with 22 points.

Weekend victories over Morehead
Slate University and Eastern Kentucky
University could propel the Racers two
steps closer to claiming their first Ohio
Valley Conference championship in five
years.
"This trip can take us a long way
toward a goal that the guys have been
working for five months to attain," said
head coach Steve Newton.

I

BASKE1BALL
This game proves to be even more
valuable to the Ohio Valley Conference
leading Racers than just anoth-er conference win. It proves that while having
a lacklus~er shooting night, 45 pet·cent
from the hoor and 66 percent from the
free throw line, the Racers still managed
to win, even t.hough it is a style t.he team
would rather avoid altogether.
" This is the second time this season
we've played like that," junior forward
Jeff Martin said. "They came out ready
to play and we did not."
Martin, who finished the game with 18
points, eclipsed two forme1· Racers to
place him in fifth place on the all-time
career scoring list at Murray State.
A strong defense made up for any inadequacies the Racers had in the
shooting department. Preseason All
America candidate, Tilman Bevely, was
held in check, scoring only two points in
32 minutes, by freshman guard Paul
King, who also added nine points
himself.
"Paul (King) played Bevely tough
tonight, he gets all the credit," head
coach Steve Newton said.
Another key factor in the victory was
See YOUNGSTOWN
Page 23

BASKE1BALL

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

JUNIOR FORWARD JEFF MARTIN takes the ball to the basket as a
Youngstown State University player watches helplessly. Martin became
the fifth-leading scorer In Murray State history during the game.

The Racers travel to Morehead Saturday and to Eastern Kentucky Monday.
Morehead, 0·11 in conference play and
4-18 overall, is a tean1 that cannot b~
overlooked, Newton said.
"It is important for our ballclub to
recognize that we can't look past
Mm·ehead," Newton ~aid . "1 feel that we
will keep things in the right perspective,
because it is so important to our goals.
"Mot·ehead is capable of putting a lot
of pOints on the board," he said. "They
like a running game and they cause us
some matchup problems.''
The Racers defeated the Eagles 85-74
in the teams' first game Jan. 18.
The Racers should face a stiffe1·
challenge from Eastern Kentucky,
which comes into the game with an 8-3
mark in the conference and a 14-8
overall record.
The Colonels, who are tied for third in
the OVC, face a must-win situation in
Monday's game.
"Their back is to the wall," Newton
said. "With our being the league leader
and their win over Tennessee Tech <Monday), this puts them in the position to
See ROAD TRIP

Mahoney looks for new faces
to fill holes left by graduation
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports Editor

Replacing 24 seniors, the
largest senio1· class in Racer
football history, was the chore
that head coach Mike Mahoney
had in store for him and it looks
as if he has accomplished that
feat.

F001BALL
The Racen signed 28 new
players for next season, three
junior college transfers and 25
freshmen.
Although the task is complete, it was not an easy one for
the Racer coaching staff.
"Recruiting is the most nonexact science I've ever seen,"
Mahoney said. "There is a
method to the madness, but I
don't know what it is."
"I'm rather pleased with the
kids we've got," Mahoney said.
"Some of them will wind up
playing their frrst year."
Mahoney said he expects the
junior college transfers to contribute immediately. The three
junior college signees join two
others who enrolJed at Murray
State at the beginning of the
spring semester.

'Recruiting is the most
non-exact science I've
ever seen. There is a
method to the
madness, but I don't
know what it is'
-Mahoney
The three transfers are Anthony Brewer, a linebacker
from Columbus, Miss.; Rod Coggin, a punter from Booneville,
Miss.; and Patrick Rodriguez, a
linebacker from Franklin, La.
Eddie DeLeon, a defensive
back from Bronx, N.Y., and
Greg Seaphus, a linebacker
from Scooba, Miss., are already
enrolled at MWTay State.
Mahoney said Coggin is a twostep punter, something for
which the team has been
searching,
Recruiting local players was a
priority for the Racer staff, but
they managed to sign only two
Western Kentucky prospects.
"We brought in 21 players
from Kentucky and five of them
signed," Mahoney said. He said
he offered 13 scholarships to
Western Kentucky players, but
signed only two.

Tony Brown, a fullbacklinebacker from Mayfield, and
Jeff Stokes, a defensive back
from Benton, 1u:e the only
Western Kentucky players
signed by the Racers.
The other Kentucky players
are: Tom Bauer, an offensive
lineman-defeosi ve lineman
from Danville; Dwayne Depp, a
running back from Glasgow;
and Brian Wright, a linebackerdefensive back from
Owensboro.
The Racers also signed fom·
players from Tennessee: Craig
Hobson, a defensive end from
Jackson; Eric Ingram, a defensive back from Brownsville;
Marcus Perry, an offensive
lineman from Dyersbw·g; and
Felix Springfield, a wide
receiver from Memphis.
Other Racer signees include:
Chris Beckish, a quarterback
from M inneapolis, Minn.;
Taurean Bennett, an offensive
lineman from Mt. Vernon, N.Y.;
Michael Brooks, a running back
from Huntsville, Ala.i Steve
Broughton, an offensive
lineman from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Angelo Brown, a quarterback
See RECRUITS
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Pboto by TIM

THREE YOUNGSTOWN PLAYERS attempt to stop Junior forward
Chris Ogden as he scores on a layup in the team's victory Monday night. The Racers never trailed in the contest and went on to
triumph, 71-64.

-
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Lady Racers claim second
in conference with two wins
roles now, and we are domg
what is nt.'eded to win.''

By JEFF BURDGE
Sports Writer

I

The Lady Racer basketball
team pushed their record to 7-3
in the Ohio Va lley Conference
by beating Tennessee State
Univers i ty 96 - 56 and
Youngstown State University

91-90.
Murray State IS now m sole
posession of second place in the
conference behind Middle Te nnessee State University, which
is undefeated in OVC play
In the Tennessee State game,
junior guard Shelia Smith led
all scorers with 19, followed by
sophomore forward Karen
Johnson with 17 and freshman
forward Tawnya Pierce with 16.

Freshman forward Michelle
Wenning wa!:l lhe leading scorer
aga inst Youngstown with 28,
followed by Smith with 18,
Johnson with 13 and sophomore
center Jeannie Pollmann with
10.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
" We have been scoring a lot of
points thtse past few games due
to our break," said as..c:;istant
coach Steve Dills. "I'd put our
fast break up against any team
in the nation."

In addition to scoring points,
" We are on a four-game winn- the Lady Racers are also pull·
ing streak, and we are playing ing down their share of re·
really good together," Smith bounds. They are now seventh
said. " Everybody knows their in the nation in that area,

TAN AT T H E TROPICS TANNING SALON
I

4 Sessions for $11
1 0 Sessions for $27

averaging 47.7 rebounds a
game and out rebounding their
opponents. by 10.5 rebounds a
game.
"We take pride in our rebounding and we work hard at it,"
Dills said, "and if you do
something good, it only gets
better."
With only four games left in
the regular season, the Lady
Racers are starting to think of
the OVC tournament.
' 'We set a goal at the begmning of February to win all eight
games during the month,"
Smith said. "We are half way
there and if we do it, it will give
us momentum going into the
tournament."
"The only thing we need to
work on is our half-court of·
fense ," Dills said, "and if we get
that going like our fast break,
we will be very strong come
tournament time."

Call 753-8477

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER
753-4582
MURRAY

\

'Death Valley' awaits women
. By RICKY THOMPSON
Sports Wnter

Following a victory Monday
ni ght against Youngstown
State University, the Lady
Racers began preparations for
this weekends road trip to
Death Valley.
The Lady Racer s travel to
Morehead State Univers ity
Saturday to face the Lady
Eagles and to Richmond Mon-

day to take on the Lady Col
onels of Eastern Kentucky
Umversity

WOMEN's
BASKETBALL
Head coach Bud Childers said
several key factors have contributed to the recent four game
winning streak.
" A key factor to our winning
has been our ability to run the

·------ --- .. - ----- ------- -.

fast break and rebound,"
Childers said.
Shelia Smith, a 5-foot-10-incb
juniot· guard, suffered a sprained ankle in Monday's contest
and may not be in the lineup
this weekend.
However, Childers said he expects Smith to make a quick
recovery. "If anyone can come
back from an ankle injury,
Shelia Smith can," be Haid.

Special: Large Bar-B-Q and Fries $2.19
Offer good Feb. 22-27

'Place ain'tfancy but sho is goodfood"
5

~-

Treas Lumber Doitcenter. :
And Full Line Lumberyard
Bring in this ad for 10 %
first purchase!

OFF

Coupon not good on special orders or sale items.

Expires March 1, 1988.
HOURS:
Mollday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m .-5 p.m. 8t Sunday 1 p.m .-5 p.m.

'
•'
'•
•
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Now accepting applications
for

Editor in chief
((§)

1
BEL-AIR SHOPPINGI
CENTER I
759-1390 1

-------------------------~

The Murray State News is accepting

C§J

applications for editor in chief. The
editor in chief oversees section editors
and managers. This person also
represents The Murray State News at
official University functions.

~~b~

~~~~
~/@~~@
Selection criteria include:
Experience with The Murray State News and other publications
Grade point average - major and overall
General knowledge of campus activities

Applications are due no later than March 3
Duties begin March 21 and run through Spring Break 1989

:EX ...

News
Applications are available in The Murray State News
office -- 111 Wilson Hall

Squad prepares to keep
streaks alive for Purcell
by winning conference
By STEVE PARKER

Sports Writer
As the weather begins to
warm up, the spring athletic
teams begin preparations for
the1r upcoming seasons.
The baseball team will move
into thei1· new home, both track
teams will move outdoors and
the men's tennis team will once
again be defending their Ohio
Valley Conference title.

I ENNIS

Wretlund's ranking is the
highest ever for a Racer player.
Pw·ceH said Wretlund could be
the best player ever to play at
Murray State.
"Tony has been our top player
since he's been here and he's
the only player ever to do that,"
Purcell said.
Two other players that will
play important roles on this
year s team a re juniors J onas
Bergrahm and J ohn Schneider.
Bergrahm was lhe OVC singles
champ at the number-four seed,
while Schneider won t he cham·
pionship at the numbe;·-three
seed.

In 1987, the men's tennis
team was 25-13 in dual match
competition and won the OVC
title. The team set two imAlso looking to contribute ar e
pt·essive OVC records by winnMathias Arrfelt, Geri Sjoeber g,
ing 52 consecutive conference
matches and captur ing their Tomas Hult, Phil Murray, Phil
eighth consecutive conference Billington, Andy Powless and
Hans Wold.
Litle.
Purcell said Austin Peay
In 1988, bead coach Bennie State Univers ity, Middle TenPurcell said his goals for the nessee State University and
team as the same as in the past. Tennessee Tech University will
provide the major challenge~
this season.
"Every year we have the
same three goals," he said,
The Racers have already
··and those include winning 20 started tuning up for conference
matches, not losing any home play by unofficially winning the
matches and finally, winning Eastem Kentucky Invitational
the OVO."
for the second year in a row.
Earlier in the season, they
Purcell will count on three top defeated the University of
returning players to reach those Oregon , the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas and lost to
I hree goals.
Texas Tech University.
Once again, Tony Wretlund
Purcell said the Racers will be
will be the Racers' top player.
the favorite to win the OVC for
Wretlund, a junior, finished the the ninth year in a row,
1987 season with a 33-11 record
and a first-place finish in the
Purcell has built one of the
conference tournament as a most impressive athlet ic pr odoubles player in the number· g~·ams at Murray St ate and atone seed.
tributes that to many factors.
Not only does Wretlund enter
this season as the Racer s' top
seed, but he is also ranked
eighth on a national collegiate
poll based on computerized
results from last season.

"I'm proud of the whole tennis
program," he said, "and the administ ration, as well as the
community, has been very supportive in building a top-notch
program."

Classic
Tanning
Salon
Euro-Tan System
Featuring :
* A larger surface bed
1
* 160 Watt bulbs
5
* 450 Watt facial unit
* Built-in air circulation
* Less than 1/3 of 1°/o UVB rays
(tan ... don't burn)

Sessions- $1 2 .95

103 S. 3rd, Downtown Murray (Inside Crass Furniture) 753-3621

8 inch pizza with one topping
and cheese PLUS a 16 ounce
soft drink for

only$3
tax and delivery charge included

N OM IN ATED FOR

50¢ charge for each additional
topping

4 GOLD EN

GlO BE AWARDS
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPOR TING ACTOR
BEST SCREENPLAY

Tuesday Night Special
Wednesday Night Special

PLATliN
Wednesday

Lasagna small $1.95
with garlic bread large $2.95
Spaghetti small 99¢
with garlic bread large $1.49
Dinner Salad 59¢

FAST- HOT DELIVERY begins at 4 p .m.
Monday- Thursday 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fdday- Saturday 11 a.m.- midnight
Sunday 4 p.m . - 11 p.m.

Curris Center Theater
FilmTimes:
3:30 p.m.-all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30p.m.-ticl<ets $1.25 w/MSU 10
$2 without MSU 10

$2. 9 5

Session-

All times are
subject to Change
Funded by SGA.

51 0MainSt.

753-2975
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Racers place three in weekend
indoor meet at Arkansas State
By RICKY THOMPSON
W·iter
Three members ofthe Murray
State men's indoor track team
placed in last weekend's meet
at Arkr.nsas State University.
Leigh Golden placed third in
the high hurdles with a time of
7.69 seconds, while his teammate Calvin Tw·nley placed
fourth in both the 55-meter
dash and the 200-metcr dash
with times of 6.43 and 24.2
respectively.
Turnley was also the number
two qualifier in the 200 with a
time of 23.1.
Lonnie Green placed fifth in
the triple jump and eighth in
the long jump.
Stephen Whistler threw a perSports

sonal best 48 ft>et 2 inches in the
shot put event.

TRACK

provemcnts in the team is
with the steady perfor·
mance of Stephen Whistler.
"I can count on two thingt;,"
Nan•welci said, "the sun will
rise and Steve Whistler will
work hard everyday."
N arewski also commented on
the improvement of Leigh
Golden.
"Leigh Golden is a real plus
and is getting better each
week.'' Narewski said. "He improves each time he runs."
plea~d

In the 55-meter dash, Stanley
Howard had a time of 6.3. Wes
King and Greg Cox finished
with a 6.6. Lonnie Green ran
the high hurdles in 7.8. Todd
Henson ran the mile in 4:25.
Two unattached runners,
those whose elibility has expU'ed but can still participate
apart from the team, did well.
Damen Geiger, Racer assistant
coach, ran th(' 3,000-meler in
The Racers indoor track team
8:41. Ron Boyce placed seventh travels to Eastern lllinois
in the 55-meter dash with 11 University today and will par·
time of 6.55.
ticipate in the Domino's Pizza
Head coach Stan Narew:;ki Classic at the University of II·
said that he continues to see im- linois Saturday.

Women place second behind host
at Middle Tennessee State's meet
By MARK YOUNG
Writer
The Lady Racers track team
placed second in a field of six
teams last weekend at Middle
Tennessee State University.
The host school took first
place with 111 points, Murray
State was second with 86 points
and Alabama A & M finished
third with 79.
Individually, Diane Woodside
won first place in the triple
jump at 38-114, a school record.
Woodside also finished second
Sports

in the 55-meter hurdles with a
time of 8.41 seconds and fifth in
the long jump with a jump of
18-3 1/4.

WOMEN'S
TRACK
In the shot put, Dawn Woodside took first place with a
throw of 40-1.

Jenillc Kelly M!t a school
record in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 26.54 and also

finished third in the high jump
at 5-5.
Nina Fundf:'rburk took first
placf:' in the 800 meter run with
a time of 2:15.26.
In the one-mile run, Jackie
Murzynowski came in fourth
with a time of 5:16.54. Mur·
zynowski also finished second
in the 3,000-meter run with n
time of 10:28.21.
The Lady Racers came in
fourth in the one-mile relay
with a time of 4:10.47.

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

Going to the hoop
JUNIOR FORWARD JEFF MARTIN goes for a basket against a trio
of Youngstown State University defenders. Martin finished the
game with 18 points for the Racers, his lowest total so far this
season. The Racers won the game anyway, 71·64.

Let us know which dorm is your favorite!
WIN A PIZZA PARTY FOR YOUR HALL!

RESUMES
FAST/PROFESSIONAL
VERY REASONABLE

HART

280

WHITE

250

REGENTS

210

SPRINGER

210

HESTER

195

Simply identify your hall when
you order a pizza or buffet from
Mr. Gatti's. 10 points will be given
per pizza & 5 points per buffet.
The hall with the most points the
week before finals will win a pizza
party.

Famous
r.l@ [J)) (gjj !f!l
(Se f
U
8 11

Lunch Buffet Everyday.
except Sunday .11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday Buffet Noon-2 p .m.

Pizza, Pasta. & Garlic Bread only

$3.59

COME~S OUT!

~jj ll
Introducing!
Monday, Tuesday.
Wednesday. &
Saturday Nights
5-8:30 p.m.

MURRAY DATA GRAPHICS
804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

Downtown Murray 753-2203

in traffic!

Try an outstanding ad with us.

We'll show you the Exit to get yo_u r business on the right road.
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JtemsandpricesIn this ad effective ttvu Feb. 23rd,19881n:

Murray
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Quantity right reserved. None sold
to dealers. Copyrigh t 1988. The Kroger co.
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combination
Pak
pound

U.S.O.A. Choice Crain Fed Beef

U.S.O.A. Choice Ciraln Fed Beef

Boneless

Boneless

Lean Trimmed, Fresh Picnic

Round
steak

Rump
Roast

Pork
Roast

S1&8
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78C

pound
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CUT

pound
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Ceneral Mills
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country oven
Pound Cakes

Cherry Pie
Filling

Honey Nut
Cherrios

Hi·Dri
Towels
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can

(aiJfOIIIJ

Iceberg
Lettuce ..
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..

.hud

88 c

67C

·:::· S1BB

~~!.
roUt
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fton~

U $_ Ill. 1 All Pvpost

Russet
Potatoes

VIDt IIPtntd

Callfornli

Salad
Tomatoes

Green
Broccoli
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14 APOIJIVOI
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• Ut

brgt
bl(i

5199

sac

s,

tamobell'l

Pork&
Beans

J

16oz.
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Ripe
Strawberries .
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seedless
Grapes .

...

~

"'"'
.. "

5149

sac

u.s.o.A. erade 'A' Kroger

Homogenized or 2% LOW·Fat
(Paper or Ptastlcl

Tab, Diet Coke or Reg.

Oil or water Packed

Medium
Eggs

sealtest
Milk

coca
Cola

star-Kist
Tuna

i:88C

gac

gac

aac

dozen

half g allon

21iter b tl.

6Y2 oz. can

creat for Dips! Kraft

Kroger Frozen

Kroger Frozen

Parkay
Spread

velveeta
Cheese

Whipped
Tapping

Deep Dish
Pie Shells

ggc

1Jb. Joaf

12 oz. tub

12 oz. pkg.

Kraft Soft Margarine

3lb. bowl

S179

age

ggc

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!
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Champs prepare to defend
after NCAA sectional win
By RICHARD TODD
Assistant Sports Editor

Although his team has won
the national championship two
of the past three years, rifle
team coach Elvis Green has
been worried about his squad
even qualifying for a chance to
defend its NCAA title.

RIFLE

the nation, allowed the Racers
to finish ahead of Tennessee
Tech University and the
University of South Florida,
which finished first and second
in the small bore competition
with respective scores of 4,641
and 4,633. Murray State's 4,629
was good enough for third place,
while West Virginia University
was fourth with a mark of
4,628.

He need not worry anymore.
In the sectional match last
weekend in Murray, one of 18
across the country to determine
the participants in the nationa.J
tournament, the team overcame
a third place finish in the small
bore competition to win the
match and land a berth in the
tournament.

Although his team will be one
of the favorites heading into the
national tournament, Green
said that the team will not be
slacking off.
"The challenge is there.
We've got to pick up the pieces
and put it together," Green
said. ''There were no great
scores. I think we're sitting in
good shape."

A score of 1,547 in the aU' rifle
division, an unofficial best in

As Green said, the challenge
is there. It could well be a
match between the two best
teams in the country and is certainly a preview to the tournament coming up in March.
·•we need to work on our
small bore," Green said, " but
we're 1·eady."

CONFERENCE

&liO)L

w

AUSTIN PEAY
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
EASTERN KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE TECH
TENNESSEE SI'ATE
YOUNGSTOWN STATE
MOREHEAD STATE

CONFERENCE
L
w

SCHOOL
MIDDLE TENNESSEE

9

MURRAY STATE

7

TENNESSEE TECH

6
6

continued from Page 17

EASTERN KENTUCKY

(
I

The Racers never trailed in
the first half and before intermission, Mann hit a 23-foot
JUmp shot with three seconds remaining io extend the Racers
lead to 41 33.
ln the second half the RacerA
pushed their lead to as much as
10 points. The Penguins never
canw to within four points until
Jamt•s Gilmore. who lead the
team with 25 points, hit a
16-foot jump shot to bring the
~core t o 51-47, with 9:50
remoi ning.

Need Storage Space?
call

Key Mini-Warehouse

The Penguins could never get
any closer and the two teams
traded baskets for the rest of
the half.
Saturday in Nashville, the
Racers did away with the Tigers
of Tennessee State University,
78·70. The Racers took control
early with a lay up from
sophomore forward Chris
Ogden and never looked back.
Martin led the team with 27
points, 20 of which he netted in
the first half.
Again the Racers used
staunch defense , quality
minutes from the bench and
held the Tigers to just 36 percent shooting from the floor to
stymie their opponent
The lending scorer· for the
Tigers wns forward Anthony
Mason, who hnd 32 pomts.

After hours call: 753-0996 or 753-6078

-·

-Maf<f, your Sorority or
:Fraternity Crest.
-t])esign your own ornament.

1{egistration. fee $35
'Equipnu.n.t antl1st n.igfit s
materia!s provitletl.
1{egistration in tfie Leisure Connection
for more information.
ca{( 762-6119

4
3
0

AUSTIN PEAY
TENNESSEE STATE

OVCLEADERS
WOMEN
SCORING

MEN
SCORING
Anthony Mason. TS
JciT Martin. MU
JciTMcCill. EK

EM Wise. 1T
Chris Rainey. Mr
~nMmn.MU

Anthony Avery. 1T
Tyrone How-.m:J. EK
Bany Sumplcr. liP
Ttlman Bcvcly. YS

28.6
26.8
19.6
18.4
17.8
17.7
16.1

15.3
14.9
14.5

Dorothy Dowers, YS

27.6

Shundra Maxwell. J\P
SlwJ~1 Smith, MU
Cathy SniJX"S, EK

23.9
22.6

Taw·.my-..~

Muckcr, MT 24.1

Kalr1na lh'lr.;on, TS
CarlaCoO(.y, EK
Melinda Cluyton, Tl'
Rcnay Aduns. 'IT
Kelly Downs. MO

19.3

18.1

lR.l
17.0
159

15.2

Ol impic Plaza 753-WOLF
19 Wolff Tanning Units for your conveince
-No waiting for appointments-

5 x 10-$16 per month I Bigger spaces
available.

'ITiurstlay, 'feo. 25, p.m.
dass wi{( mttt every ?Jiurstla.y
at 6 p.m. for 6 wee~-

5

0
3
3
3
6
7
7
11

_ _ _ spring Break '88---Wolff Systems Tanning Center

753-5562

Stained (j{ass CCass

L
1
2
2
3
6
8
7
11

OVC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Youngstown-----------------------------------reserve center takes the floor.
admits he does not necessarily
look for the slam dunk.
"As for the slams I take them
as they come," McClatchey
said, "but they do seem to get
the- crowd going."

9
8
7
8
3
3
2
0

MURRAY STATE

YOUNGSTOWN STATE
MOREHEAD STATE

the strong contribution from
the bench . Junior guard
Terence Brooks was called on to
spell King and he too helped
shut down Bevely.
Junio1· forward Linzie Foster
grabbed five rebounds and was
a factor in the paint.
The most dramatic action of
the game occurred with 5:18left
in the first half. Senior Robert
McClatchey put the Racers up
by 13 with a thunderous slam
dunk off a timely alley-oop pass
launched by Mann.
The slam brought the crowd of
3,000 plus Racer faithful to
their feet and seemed to spark
the tea m. McClatchey, whose
art istic aerial slams have
beco me a reg u lar fi xture
whenc!ver the 6 -foot -7-inch

•

The team travels this
weekend to Lexington, Va., for
a match with Virginia Military
Institute. The team will then
move on to Morgantown, W.
Va.,for a showdown with longtime nemesis West Virginia,
one of the top-ranked teams in
the nation and a squad that
Green knows his Racers will
meet again in the NCAA
tournament.

OVC MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

-

Featuring:
3 stand-up units
Facial unit
plus several different types of
Wolff Tanning Units
Hours: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday - Friday
8 a. m. - 5 p.m. Saturday
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sunday

Hours will be extended for the
Spring Break Rush!

* Students 10°/o discount *
We make tanning our #1 priority!
Any questions? Give us a callI

Spring Break '88

CX)
CX)

-

·-c.
~
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Winning does not equal crowds Nads, Sixers, Sigma Chi ·
Sometimes 1 have a hard time
understanding.
Why don't students attend
Murray State basketball
By
games?
Although the Racers are in
Kevin
first place in the Ohio Valley
Patton
Conference, Racer Arena has
been filled only once this
season.
Evidently, winning is not a ico's arena. "The Pit" earns its
criterion for succe s s in nickname when Racer fans
have the place rocking.
attendenc€.' .
With only 3,100 fans in atMonday's gam e with
tendcnce,
"lhe Pit'' becomes
Youngstown State University pitiful , o1· piti-empty.
was a real "winner · A whopp·
I know students do have as
ing t otal of 3,100 people (give or night
classes and exams,
take a f£>wl attended the ~ttme
especially this time of the year,
Granted, they may have not which interfere with those who
seen the greatest game in the might want to attend.
world (in facl it was rather borI have heard that in the past
ingl, but they could not have at a nother regional institution
known that before t he ga me.
in th1s state, which is known for
This i~ the be!.it team Murray its basketball tradition, would
Sta te has had in a few vears,
som e times place athleti cs
le!lst in my three years here.
aht.•ad of academics.
Ar:. you may or may not know,
One former student at this
Racer head coach Steve Newton school told me that if night class
likd• to refer to Racer An•na as interfered with a home baRket·
" t he Pit," the same nickname ball game, the class would meet
as the University of New Mex- in the arena for the game.

COMMENTARY

at

lead league hoop action

I'm not mentioning any
names, but this school's colors
By MARK YOUNG
are red, black and white, they
Sports Writer
have an ugly mascot and they
The Nads, the Sixers and
are located on top of a hill.
Sigma Chi kept the lead in their
It has been several years since respective leagues with vic·
I have heard about this, but it is tories in intramural basketball.
an idea.
Maybe it has something do
with the possibility of this
In the ACC competitive
school putting a cap on
league of intramural basketenrollment.
ball, the Wew Crew II edged the
Hey, who wouldn't prefer go·
Hawks 35·33, the JukE.'s got by
ing to a basketball game inthe Nads II 40-38, the Nadl:i
~~~ad of going to class. Well, I
defeated the Aggers 66-25 and
guess there are some people, the Hawks 59.37 to raise their
but they're kind of strange
record to 7-0.
anyway.
Maybe Murray State should
ln the SEC league, the White
gh·e this a try. We could have
Boys won over the Lambda Chi
''Joe Students" everywhere,
enough to fill a new arena, at
least enough to fill the one we
have.
On the other hand, it probably
Lady Racer Michelle Wenn·
wouldn't be such a good ide~.
ing
has again been honored as
After all, we are here to get an
the Ohio Valley Conference
education, nght?
Rookie of the Week.
But we would do almost
Wenning, a 6 ·foot ·2·inch
anything to fill up Racer Arena.

IN IRAMURALs

Alpha B team 76-43, the Cotton
Clubbers defeated the McTeam
59-52, Run and Gun out-gunned
the Indians 89-59 and the Six·
ers raised their record to 5-0
with a 45-26 victory over Hecto
Jammin.
In the IFC league, Sigma Chi
defeated Pi Kappa Alpha 45-34,
and Alpha Tau Omega won over
Alpha Gamma Rho 58·39.
Sigma Chi leads the IFC league
with a 6 0 record.
In the OVC league, the
Horsemen squeaked by the
Bums 38·37, the Catamounts
won over the Blue Darters ·
53·47 nnd the Sigma Chi B
team defeah·d the Spartans
50·37.

Wenning named conference
women's Rookie of the Week
freshman forward from New
Washington , Ind., had 44
points, 22 rebounds and five
assists in the team's wins over
Tennessee State University and
Youngstown State Univers ity.

Recruits.- - - - - - - - - - - Continued from Page 17
from Mt. Vernon, N.Y.; Bernard
Cannon, a defensive tackle from
Tampa, Fla.; Don Feldhaus, a
linebacker from Cincinnati,
Ohio; Kevin Hill, a defensive
back from Cincinnati.
Shaun McClato., a linebacker
from Ehzabeth, N.J.; Rick
Nagy , a tight end from
Carteret, N.J .; Terrence Petty,
a wide receiver-defensive back
from Huntsville, Ala.; Michael
Reid, a defensive back from
Montclair, N.J.

Conrad Reynolds, a fullback
from Basking Ridge, N.J.; Jeff
Swaney, a running back from
Springfield , Ill. ; Mickel
Wolters, an offensive lineman
from Satellite Beach, Fla.; and
Rudy Wt·ay, a linebacker from
Decatur, Ala.

PUT YOUR LINGUISTIC
SKILLS ON THE LINE.

Mahoney said most of the
freshmen will be redshirted, but
at certain positions, especially
defensive line and running
back, they will be expected to
contribute.

Road t r i u - - - - - - - - - - - - Continued from Page 17
make a run at the
championship."
The Racers beat the Colonels
95·84 on Jan. 16 at Racer
Arena.
Newton said he expects a
similar game this time around

with Eastern utilizing man·to·
man pressure defense and the
three-point shot.
Following the road trip. the
Racers wrap up the season with
conference games at home
against Tennessee Tech University and Middle Tennessee
Stale University.

Considering Graduate
School?
Dates and Deadlines for
Graduate Studies
Test

Application Deadline

Test
Date

Feb 22

March 26

March 4

April 9

Feb. 26

March 26

NTE
Area Exam

Comprehensive
Exams
M.A. in
Education

Degree Application and Fee Payment Deadline
Feb. 26
Degree Fee $20. Receipt of payment
must accompany degree application.
Applications for Degree and Comprehensive Exams
are available in Room 107 Sparks Hall
or for more information call 762-3779

"Monday through Friday is for claasea and studying but the weekends ue ours to
do with as we like. A group of us go down to San Francisco and go surrmg or
we just go camping. Monterey has a lot of moun!aiM.
I'm rea.lly happy with the school I'm going to and the Army is going to pay
off my college loans, over S7,000.•

Melanie WIIUams
Derease lanauage Institute

If you're a college graduate with a
degree in foreign languages, heres
your chance to "talk" yourself into
a great career opportunity. The
U.S. Army is seeking linguists,
both male and female. If you sue..
cessfully complete ttaining, you'll
be putting your experience to
\rorK while earning a good salary

Columbus, MS
Monterey, CA

to start, with good opportunities
(or quick advancement, plus
food, lodging, medical and dental
care.
Its an opportunity that could
lead to several civilian career pos..
sibilities, and give you a real edge
on life. Contact your local Army
Recruiter for more infonnation.

Sgt. DANNY GREENE
In Murray: (502) 753-7318

In Paris, Tenn.: (901) 644-9021

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

